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BRITISH AMERICAN JOURNAL.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

ART. LIX.-Qackery, Imposition and Deception. By W. Marsden, M.D.,
Governor of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Lower Canada.
Fellow of the London Medico-Botanical Society. .Honorary Member of
the Berkshire Medical Institution and Lyceum Natural History. Corres-
ponding Fellow of the London Medical Society. Fellow of the Montreal
Pathological Society, &c., &c.

I-aving constant evidence of your unswerving defence of the interests of the
Medical profession, as well as those of the public, against the charlatanry of the
licensed or unlicensed quack, I feel it a duty to both, to forward you the fol-
lowing details for publication in the British American Journal, with the view of
giving them the widest possible circulation,

John Hossack, Esq., N.P. and J.P. of this city, one of our mnost respected and
highly esteemed citizens, began to decline in health about two years since; his
disease at last terminating in seirrhus of the rectum. Dr. Frémont, his family
physician, having done every thing for his relief that science and humanity
could suggest, and having pronouncec the case incurable, I was consulted.. On
examination, which took place on tbe 20th of Septem«ber, 1859, I found a
carcinomatous tumour encircling the rectum, at a distance of about two inches
from the sphincter ani, forming an annular stricture of the scirrhus form, 'the
aperture of which, on the cis-aspect, did not exceed the diameter of -P-thâ of an
inch. Having heard the history of the case, its invasion, sequence and treat-
ment, which offered no unusual, or remarkable feature; I communicated to the
family of the patient mny concurrence in the opinion of his attending physician
that the end of bis earthly career would be only a matter of timè; and with the
object of protracting an inevitable result, to as remote a day as possible, I sug-
gested the use of such means as would tend to healthy recreation and agreeable
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association, so as to sustain the mental, as well as to support the animal eco-
nomy.

A short time after this, some wonderful stories having been related about a so-
styled Dr. Scott, of New York city, curing cancer, I was waited on by one of
Mr. Hossack's brothers, Dr Frémont being absent, to enquire whether lie could
be removed to New York without danger, to which I replied in the affirmative,
adding, that the removal miglit be of service by change of air and scene, and by
hopeful inspiration; but, that cure was out of the question, whatever miglit be
promised. Mr. Hossack was accordingly removed to New York soon after, and
placed under the care of Doctor John Scott, who has converted bis residence, No.
36 Bond street, into what he terms a " Magnetic and Healing Institute;", and
there a certain and speedy cure was positively and repeatedly promised, to the
great satisfaction of the patient, who was, also as well as bis relatives, entertained
with stories of the many wonderful cures perforned by the Doctor /

Mr. Hossack resided in this establishment or institute, at the cost of many
hundreds of dollars, from that time till the 20th September last at 11 A.ii.
when he expired, having been constantly assured, until within a very short period
of bis death, that he was getting better, and would surely recover. A short
time before lis decease, when ulceration had set in, with sloughing and occasional
hoemorrhage, and the alvine dejections were consequently more free, he was as-
sured by "the Doctor " that " the treatment was bringing away the cancer,
and he was getting well."

This man, Scott, who is one of the class of impostors called spiritualists, pro-
fesses by bis hocus-pocus, and what he calls magnetism, to cure the incurable,
and to give the deceiver bis due, in common with another personage of greater
renown than merit, whose name shall not offend cars polite, the sufferer declared
that bis manipulations or magnetic means, often, if not always, allayed the pains
which lie endured.

About three weeks before Mr. H's decease, news having reached bis friends
in Quebec that he was sinking, Charles R. Hossack, and James Young, Esquires,
his brother, and brother-in-law, procceded to New York, and found him in a very
critical condition ; and remained with him until bis death, which took place as
above stated. On the morning of that day, Scott again declared that death was
not imminent, notwithstanding which lie died at 11 a.m. A post mortem exa-
mination having been requested by Scott, a telegram was despatched to Quebec
for permission to open the body, which was answered in the negative, as the
family and relatives were anxious that the medical gentlemen here, who bad seen
or attended Mr. H. should have an opportunity of examination. Notwith-
standing this answer, Mr. C. R. Hossack, with great liberality, permitted Scott
and bis medical friends (?) to open and examine the body, with the express sti-
pulation, that the diseased parts should be preserved and given to his relatives
for re-examination. The examination took place accordingly, in the presence of
Messrs. C. R. Hossack and Young, and Drs. Scott, Young, Leach, Banks,
Barlow, &c.; the three latter of whose names are appended to the following cer-
tificate, which I give you verbatirn et literatim. It 'was written on a sheet of
htter paper with a printed heading, in the usual style of bill heads or advertise-
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ments ; and the orthography, punctuation, capitals, &c. of this elegant and clas-
sical production are faithfully transcribed.

DR. JOHN SCOTT'S MAGNETIC AND HEALING INSTITUTE,
No. 36, BOND STREET,

NEw YoRK, Sept. 20th 1860.
J. S. Hossack, Esq. died at 11 a.m. Atopsay five hours after., on opening

the chest found The Thoracic regions healthy removed the Stomach Empty and
healthy Abdomen Colon Enormously distended with fecal matter on passing down
to the sigmoid flexture and rectum discovered schurus of the rectum the cause
of death rectum removed and placed in Alcohol. by Doctors.

G. H. LEACH.
H. M. BANKS.
S. B. BARLow.

New York, Sept. 20th 1860.
After the examination, this document, together with a sealed bottle, were

handed to Mr. Hossack by Dr. Leacli who conducted the post mortemn, pur-
porting to be the morbid parts which had been removed from the body, as above
described.

The friends of the deceased immediately left New York with the body, and
arrived in Quebec on the 22d September, and the certificate and bottle were
submitted to both Dr. Fremont and myself separately, for inspection, by Mr. C.
R. Hossack, without either of us knowing the opinion of the other; and we
both immediately detected the attempted fraud and imposition, stating in sub-
stance what is contained in the folowing certificate, which I gave, and Dr.
Fremont endorsed.

"This is to certify, that I bave read the report of thepost mortemn examination
of the body of the late J. S. Hossack, Esq., signed by Doctors Leach, Banks
and Barlow of New York; and bave also seen the body. I have carefully exa-
mined the contents of a bottle presented to me by C. R. Hossack, Esq., the
brother of the deceased, purporting to be the morbid parts, preserved in alcohol,
which had been removed by the gentlemen above named, and which were said to
have occasioned his death. I further certify, that the anatomical specimen, thus
furnished, does not embrace the diseased portion of the rectum, which it is in-
tended to represent.

Quebec, 25th September 1860.

Provided with this certificate, Mr. C. R. Hossack retraced his steps to N.
York, arriving on the 28th Sept., and proceeded directly to Scott's establishment.
Having explained the object of his return, Scott denied all knowledge of the
fraud, and sent for Dr Leach who had put up the preparation. On his arrival
he, Dr. Leach, persisted in stating that the bottle produced contained the
genuine specimen of the diseased parts, until Mr., Hossack presented the certifi-
cate; when on reading it, and finding that we had not openéd the body, although
wehadactuallyopened and examnined thecontents of thebottle,he regainedcourage
and shifted his ground, saying, " that he hàd removed all that he considered
necessary for an examination, and the remainder would be found-ii the body if
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we looked properly for it," but the lower part was so ulcerated that lie did not
remove it, and as there was danger of cutting his figers in removing it, lie
thought it unnecessary to run that risk; but lie repeated, that all that was
necessary to be removed, had been removed as lie specified in his certificate."
This it is not pretended to deny, but what became of it ?

Jpon this Mr. Hossack telegraphed back to Quebec as follows: " Examine
the body as the diseased parts are there." Now, although neither Dr. Freinont,
myself, or any of the family believed one syllable of this bold asseveration, it was
at once determined to leave no proof unsouglt or unrecorded, causa veritatis et
humanitatis, and an order was obtained for the disinterment of the body. The
exhumation took place on the 29th Sept., just nine days after death, and four
days after interment, and Dr. Fremont and I, carefully examined it, opening
the thoracic and abdominal cavities.. Decomposition was considerably advanced,
but not sufficiently so, to interfere at ail with our examination. Thejpostnorten
had been conducted in the most slovenly manner, and would bave disgraced a
Canadian student in his first session, at any of our schools. The sphinctcr ani
and entire rectum were wanting / excepting a small portion of the mesorectum,
about an inch or less in diameter, that had escaped the unskilled knife in the
removal of the connecting parts, and bore traces of carcinoma, which were also
visible in the left sacro-iliac region.

The following telegram was in consequence immediately transmitted to Mr.
Hossack: "Examined body, diseased parts not there." It was as promptly
communicated to Dr. Leach, who evidently doubted the fact of the disinter.
ment; and for a time persisted in saying, that if we had sought properly the
parts would have been found. Mr. Hossack however continuing to demand
the return of the abstracted rectum, Dr. Leach now said, that he would have the
body examined again, and as he knew some medical men in Montreal, he would
appoint them to go to Quebec to examine the body for him. To this Mr. H.,
assented, and called at Scott's at the time specified, to obtain their names, when
he received the following note instead, written in the saine band and style as
the former certificate:

Oct. 1st, 1860.
To Mr. Hossack,

Dear Sir,-I am unable to find any directory or list of physicians in Quebec,
we will leave the matter in your hands having entire confidence in your judge-
ment and discretion. You will therefore by our direction appoint three of the
most competent physicians and surgeons, in your city to make further examina-
tion of the body, and forward to us, the anus and lower portion of the rectum
of the deceased. The above mentioned not to include the names of Drs. Mars-
den or Fremont.

I am, Sir,
Very truly, &c.,

G.- H. LEAcEr, M.D.

Shortly after the receipt of this note, Mr. Hossack, having waited to speak to
some Of the patients in the institution, Dr. Leach came in, and after repeating
something like the content of his note, Mr. Il. rsked him, as a dernier resort,
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(seeing no chance of success in the real object of his journey), to write a brief
account for the satisfaction of his family, and medical friends, of his connexion
and that of Drs. Banks and Barlow with the case; which lie promised to co,
but, in this also, he failed.

Finally, secing that moral means were hopeless weapons against such men,
Mr. Hossack consulted Messrs. Washburn and O'Sullivan, advocates and
attorneys, with a view to legal remedy, but here also he was foiled. Mr. Wash-
burn waited on Dr. Leach, threatening an action, but he replied by a persistence
worthy of a botter cause, reiterating the Monstrous falsehood, that the bottle
contained all that was taken out of the body, and that he was prepared to stand
an action at law.

Conduct, so base and ungrateful, leaves no alternative but to bring the offen-
ders to the bar of the " fourth estate "-public opinion;-where the occasional
trial of ignorant pretenders to science and humanit Ike Dn. Jous SCOTT,
(who infest New York like a plague,) niay save othors foi similar cupidity
and ruthless plunder.

To sum up this nefarious transaction. It is clear that Scott and his confe-
derates who are equally base and culpable, had not the remotest idea of the class
of persons they had to deal with in this affair. Well might Doctor (?) Lcach
ask for the ' anus and lower portion cf the rectum," knowing that he and his'
allies were already in felonious possession ! They imagined that by an obstinate
persistence in their attempted deception, the friends and professional advisers of
the deceased gentleman would be quietcd. That a more look through a glass
darkly, at a portion of tolerably bealthy intestine, SEALED t) in a bottle, as
well as tied over with bladder, would satisfy medical mon, who niglht be as
ignorant as tiemselves perchance; and, that they would nover go to the trouble,
expense, and disagreeable ultimatum cf a disinterment and minute surgical exa-
innation, for the mere sake of science and justice. They evidently thouglit,

that the obstinate reiteration of a monstrous lie, would cover their duplicity,
insincerity, inhumanity, ingratitude and turpitude. What do they think
now ?

In conclusion, it is little enough to say of them, that the conduct of the rela-
tives of the deceased is worthy of a name that is destined to figure in the annals
of liberty, humanity and justice: conduct, that is characterised throughout the
distressing incidents of this case, by a liberality and magnanimity, worthy of
commendation and example.

Quebec, 3rd November, 1860.

ART. LX.-A case of Ovarian Tumour-Ovariotomy-Recovery. By IEGI-
NALD IIENWoOD, M.D., Brantford, C. W.

Mary Ann F., aged 38, unmarried, by. occupation a dressinaker, a delicate
woman, for whom I was first called upon to prescribe about a year and a-half
ago, for menorrhagia, from which she had been suffering for nearly a year, during
which time had expérienced a great deal of pain in the back hips, and lower part

.of the abdomen, likewise suffered at intervals froin excessive irritability of
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the stomach, causing such violent and incessant vomiting, and inducing such
extreme prostration, tha tdissolution sometimes appeared imminent. Previous to
her being attacked with menorrhagia, she states that the catamenia had not been
present for ten years, during which period lier hcalth did not appear in any way
to suffer. Some seven or eight months after my first seeing her, she first ima-

gined that she was somewhat larger than usual, and upon examining the abdomen,
I discovered a tumour occupying the space, which would be flled by a gravid
uterus, soon after it rises above the pelvic brim. It communicated the idea of its

being somewhat larger than a man's fist, but it did not appear to bave any con-
nection with either the riglit or left iliac regions. This, together with the vomit-
ing, rendered its character somewhat obscure for some time, but frequent examina-
tions, externally and per vaginani, satisfied me that it was not uterine, and I soon
became convinced it was an ovarian tuinour. It gradually increased, and, in
about a year from its first appearance, had attained such a size as to give lier the
appearance of a woman at the full terni of gestation, producing from its pressure
on the iliac vessels, great aedema of the lower extrenmities. No fluctuation could
as yet be perceived in any part of the abdomen, althougi the outlines of the
tumour could be distinctly traced, and that the more easily from the extreme
wasting of the patient. She still suffered at intervals from the distressing at-
tacks of vomiting, from which I often thought she must have sunk. After the
lapse of another two months, ber distension became enormous, respiration in the
recumbent position was next to impossible, and ber misery altogether was very
great. Fluctuation was now evident across the upper part of the tumour, and
extending around and down the right side ; all the rest of the abdomen being
filled by an apparently solid mass. Her symptoms were now so urgent that in
consultation with Drs. Digby & E. T. Brown, on the 23d of June last, it was
deemed advisable to attempt affording her some relief by tapping. A trocar
was accordingly introduced, and at first vas followed by about a pint of
brownish coloured transparent serum; but, on the withdrawal of the first and
introduction of a second and longer instrument, we succeeded in getting away
about 5 or 6 quarts of a similar-looking fluid, which certainly afforded considerable
relief, but only for a short period, for in a fortnight she was even larger than
ever, and lier sufferings were in many respects much increased ; so much so, that
she was very anxious to have ovariotomîy performed, notwithstanding I had made
her fully aware of the great danger and uncertainty attending it; and, although
in lier then miserably reduced and exhausted state, I entertained but very slight
hopes of ber surviving the operation, yet on the other hand I was perfectly sa-
tisfied that, unrelieved, she could have lived but a very few days. I therefore
determined to perform it, and, on the 9th of June, again kindly and most effi-
ciently assisted by Drs. Digby & E. T. Brown, the operation was perforned.

After introducing a catheter, the patient was laid on a couch without a back,
in the centre of the room, the head and shoulders slightly raised ; I made an
incision extending from the umbilieus to within about an inch of the pubis.

There was a good deal of bleeding from the superficial veins, which were tor-
tuous and distended. There were some adhesions around the point of entrance
of the trocar, which were easily torn through. We coild now perceive an im-
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mense tumour occupying the greater part of the abdominal cavity, and overlaying
it above. To its right were two large cysts, the walls of which I freely incised
witli the scalpel, thus giving immediate exit to, I should think between one and
two gallons of serous fluid, together with numbers of smaller cysts. An attempt
was now made to draw the tumour through the wound, which failed. I then
deeply incised the nass, from which escaped some greyish granular inatter
together with a quantity of serons fluid, when repeated but fruitless attempts
were again made to extract the tumour. I finally enlarged the wound by con-
tinuing the incision to about two inches above the umbilicus; when, by getting
a hand on either side of and somewhat behind it, the tumour was brough t through
the opening. It proved the right ovary which was diseascd. The pedicle was
very broad, I should think fully five inches, and so short, that there was great
difficulty in applying the clamp, which liowever was finally adjusted and tight-

ened, although it had once te be loosened for the purpose of liberating a small
fold of intestine which had unavoidably beconie engaged. The tumour was now
separated about an inch from the clamp, and the wound brouglit together as
quickly as possible, by using six common darning needles, each about four inches
long, and held in sitû by twisted suture, a point of simple suture being likewise
inserted in the spaces between the needles. A dossil of lint was laid over the
lino of incision, the bandage tightened around the abdomen, and the patient
lifted on a bed previously prepared. She was very exhausted, after being about
fifty minutes under the operation, during which she had freely partaken of sti-
mulants, which vere still constantly given. There was no anrcsthetic agent used.
She was under the care of Drs. Digby & Brown for the first eiglit days after the
operation, I being in Montreal, and for the first thirty hours it seemed imupos-
sible she could survive, so exhausted was she by incessant vomiting. It how-
ever fmnally ceased, when, by the administration of stimulants and nutritious
beverages, lier powers began to rally, from which time she gradually and slowly
improved. The wound healed thrdughout by the first intention; the clamp
separated on the fourth day, two needles were removed on the sixth day, and the
remuainder on the eighth. The point where the pedicle was brought through the
wound was completely cicatrized on the fortieth day; and, in seven weeks from

the day of operation, she was able to travel to Cleveland in Ohio, where she still

romains with ber health daily improving.
There was something very remarkable in the character and quantity of the

;matter ejected by vomiting after this operation, it appearing in all respects pre-

eisely similar to that which the cysts contained, even to its peculiar odour. I

never remember having scen the same circunistance recorded as following' ovario-
tomy, although about two years ago, I saw a woman who died of ovarian disease,
and in whom a similar phenomenon eccurred two or three days before her death.

This patient was seized with profuse vomiting and purging, and the fluid resem-
bled in all respects that whieh is usually found in ovarian cysts, and the quantity
was so great that it had to be received in pails. She must have passed some two

or more gallons, and strange to relate it was not followed by mucli if any dimi-

nution in lier size. Both myself, and Dr. Brown who was lier medical attendant,

believed that a communication had been establishcd between the cyst and some
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part of the gastro-intestinal canal. But since, I have seen the same phenomenon
occur after ovariotomy, and consequently there were no cysts to furnish the matter
qjected, I have doubted whether any sucli communication, as we supposed, existed
in Dr. Brown's patient. I have frequently since regretted not having had an op-
portunity of satisfying that doubt by apostnortemn examination.

In this case (the first of the kind, by the way, I had ever seen) the pedicle of
the tumour was muel broader than I ever should have expected to have found it,
froi the iany accounts I had read of the operation, and so short was it that it
required strong traction, and forcible pushing back of the abdominal parietes, to
bring the clamp outside the wound, although when once fixed there, I think the
shortness of the pedicle was favourable ta recovery, from its keepiug that part of
the wound for the first few days fixed and iminoveable.

The clamp which I used was made by a gunsmith in this town, and proved
inconveniently short; although allowances were made for a pedicle of four inches
in breadth. In introducing the needles, they were made to transfix the whole
thickness of the abdominal walls, at about an-inch from the line of incision, and
including a deep hold of the peritoneuni.

In emptying the cysts I did not use a trocar, because it would have kept the
patient a iuch longer time with lier abdominal viscera exposed to the air. Neither
did I, before closing the wound, attempt ta soak up any fluids which might
have becn effused among the viscea, not only for the above stated reason, but
because I was afraid the most gentle application of the softest flannel would be
more irritating than any small quantity of effused fluid would be, and also be-
cause it could not be used without leaving numberless small hairs adherent to
the peritoneun, and might be the means of producing fatal peritonitis. I did
not use chloroformi or any anSsthetic agent, because her respiration was very
much impaired, through lier great distension ; and the hcart's action was already
so very feeble, that I feared its functions might become altogether arrested, and
her chances of life were already sufficiently slender.

The tumnor weighed seven and-a-half pounds twenty-four hours after its removal,
when it must have lost from wasting, by exudation and evaporation, a very con-
siderable portion of its original weight.

BRANTFORD, C.W., 21st Noveiber, 1860.

LONDON CORRESPONDENCE.

No. 4.

I feel disposed to be exceedingly facetious at the novel enquiry »- an "Igno-
rant Subscriber " in the August nunber of your Journal, as to th,, signification
of the expression 1enile organ. The partpenile is occasionally heard from the
lips of some of our London Hospital men. I myself have heard Mr. Erichsen
use it several times, and at first it seemed rather novel to my car, but like many
other innovations in Medicine, people have become reconciled-to it. Possibly
it may have had its origin from the French word Pénil, which is mentioned in
Dunglison's Medical Dictionary to signify the "mns veneris." In ordinary French
Dictionaries, Pénil means the groin, and the adoption of the English word
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penile is intended to mean, of or belongiug to the penis itself in its adjective
sense, as sounding perhaps a little more modest, to non-professional cars than
the very vulgar word penis. As our London Medical Journals notunfrequently
find their way into the hands of others than those for whom they are legitiiately
intended, a little mystification is sometiies iecessary and proper. I cannot
therefore subscribe to your own remarks, that the name used in the Journal
mentioned by an " Ignorant Subscriber " is either an inflated heading or a
pompous professionalism. If ho will take the trouble to refer to that elegant
piece of Enîglish composition, the production of an accomplished seholar as well
as a profounîd Surgeon, namaely, " Thompson on the enlarged Prostate," he will
sec the nane in two or three places. I have scen it in one or two other works,
besides having hcard it publicly expressed, so you must excuse my taking up
the cudgel in favor of one of our London writers. You nay rest assured, that,
if it had not becn sauctioned by authority, and accepted as a suitable tern, the
eyes as well as the pens of our London Argus would have been up in arms these
volunteer times.

The old proverb " after a storin comes a calm " has been renewed so far as
Medicine is concerned, for quiet and ealn as London has been I may say the
entire sunner, it has been followed by a stori in the bustle and exciteient now
going on in the profession which is seldom witnessed. Not for very nany years
lias thjere been such a treiendous influx or pupils at the Medical Schools as this
year; nany of the Lecture Rooms are crowdcd to excess, and the teachers in
sone of thein, in their si mplicity, believe that it is the reputation of their par-
ticular Schools 'which is attraeting so many aspirants for the profession of medi-
cine. The cause however is explicable in another iway. After I believe the
first of January, the regulations of study under the new nedical act, are to be
of so stringent a character, that no one eau hercafter enter the portais of physie
unless lie can prove, tlat not only is lie a thorough master of his profession, but
that lie is also an educated and accomnplishcd gentleman. To escape this ordeal,
nany young Men have entered their naies at once, and have commenced to
Study, perhaps earlier than they otherwise would have. done. I notice that
many were boys amnong the pupils.

Although the winds and the weather have been most unpropitious and
extreiely disagrecable ail the summer, and a great part of the tinie the rain
descended in torrents, yet the lealth of the people lias been remarkably good, so
mucli so that practice was at a preinuin. Many men who are always busy, have
really cormplained this Sumner of the little they had to do. It would seem to
have affected all classes alike, but now a reaction is setting in, although curiously
enough the weather is very fine.

Several works of considerable interest are just now enanating from the press,
and anóngst them, quite. a nunber upon Surgery. Indeed the facilities for
studying this branch of Medical Science at the present day are very great, when
we refleet upoa the number of works which take up the subject generally. It
would sceem however tiat that is not the opinion of all, for a "new system of
Surgery" in threc volumes, edited by Mr. T. Holmes, is in course of preparation,
the first volume to appear in a few days. Then we arc to have a new edition of
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"l Cooper's Surgical Dictionary " in two volumes, brought up to the present state
of Science. A third edition of that excellent work " Erichsen's Science and Art
of Surgery " will be out next week. And a second edition of "I Pirrie's Princi-
ples and Practice of Surgery " lias just been published by Mr. Churchill, and I
must acknowledge that, well acquainted as I am with most of the modern works,
this one carries off the paln from all. The greatest compliment I can pay the
author is to say that his book stands in the sanie position to medical literature,
that Atkinson's splendid vork (lately out) on " Travels in the Regions of the
Ainoor," does to general literature. It is handsomely bound, and got up in Mr.
Churchill's usual elegant style. But these sink into insignificance whcn compared
to the nianner and general arrangement of the work which is everything to be
desired. It is an octavo volume of nearly 900 pages, and mîost profusely illus-
trated with first class wood cuts, and contains all that is new I mîay say up to
the presont hour, for even the Laryngoscope and its clinical application is con-
sidered in a short chapter. I have no doubt it will have a run, and will be the
book of the season, as Dr. Gibb's work on the Throat and Windpipe bas been
ail the Summer. A work on the Surgical diseases of children by Mr. Cooper
Foster bas likewise appeared within the last few days, copiously illustrated with
plain and coloured plates; it fills up a vacuun that has long existed, and is full
of most useful material. Every page is original matter, and the author refers to
but one single case out of his own exporience. I shall say nothing of the new
Sydenham Society's works, as you have already noticed them. But I an told
several choice things are in course of preparation for the next year; the Council
have placed Professor Czermnak's work 'on the Laryngoscope for translation in

the hands of Dr. Gibb; and the work is to have appended to it, abstracts of all
the memoirs that have since appeared upon this novel subject. My letter is too

far advanced to permit of my going into it ; but I shall have something to say
about it in my next. Whîen I state however, that with the instrument as made
by Weiss, I can look right down the larynx and see what is going on there, your
readers will be prepared to hear something startling about it. The nost hidden

and unsuspected diseases are at once brought to liglt.
And lastly I must announce that Mr. Baker Brown is preparing a new edition

of bis book ori the " Surgical Diseases of women," which will contain an account
of his extensive experience in this line of practice. No man living has iet with
such success as he lias done. Ruptured porinci and vosico-vaginal fistule are
treated by the dozen I may say, sent up to im from all parts of the country.
saw him perforrn ovariotomy, on the lst instant, upon a woman about 40 years
of age, with extensive adhesions; in fact it vas the worst case he lias had out of
some five and twenty, and that is saying a great deal. The patient fortunately
is doing well. One of the last cases at which I was present in one of the large
Hospitals during the operation, died on the second day, not from this proceeding,
for it was one of the most promising I had seen, but from peritonitis caused by
a large sponge which unfortunately had been sewed up into the abdomen, when
the tamour was removed. Such miîtakes will happen in spite of every precaution.

On the 17th October, Samuel 1Iatt Macpherson formerly an old McGill
Student, but for the last threc or four years a Guy's man, died of pleurisy, or
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rather from the effects of paracentesis for empyema, at the early age of 26 years.
I occasionally saw him, and attended him on one occasion for inflamination of
the lymphatics.

It was with extreme regret and sorrow that I read the announcement of
the death of one, whose pupil I fornerly was, and to whoin I was indebted for
many acts of personal kindness, I allude of course to Dr. Holmes, your late
Professor of Medicine. He was I believe a gencral favourite with ail, and was
much ester.aed by the writer of this letter. Whencver his iame occupied my
thoughts, ihey frequently reverted back to the time when I experienced bis
advice and assistance for a dear parent now no more, and who looked upon him
as lier hour drew near, as the physician, the truc Christian, and the friend,-
peace be to bis ashes,-his loss will long be felt, and his place will be difficult
to fill.

London, 5th Nov., 1860.

REVIEW DEPARTMENT.

ART. LXI.-Transctions of the Obstetrical Society of London, vol. 1, for
the year 1859, together with a Report of the Inaugural meeting of the
Society, a list of officers, fellows, &c., London. Longman, Green, Long-
man, and iRoberts, 1860, 8vo. pp. 347.

On the 16thi December, 1858, at the Frec Masons' tavern in London, a con-
siderable number of the principal physicians of that metropolis met together for
the purpose of inaugürating the Obstetrical Soeiety of London. Dr. Rigby, so
well known to Obstetrie science, was called to the chair, and Dr. Tyler Sinith of
equal world-wide reputation, seconded by the veteran Dr. Granville, moved the
important resolution which gave birth to the Society. The meeting seems
to have been an exceedingly harmonious one. Dr. Smith urged the importance
of such a Society, as contributing in the most material manner to the advanceinent
of obstetries as a science and as an art, and alluded to the value of such a socicty as
a means of accumulating facts, whereby the grand objeet of every medico-iiterary
association might be attained, viz: the diminution of mortality; and in support
of bis argument gave announcement to the following startling fact, that " of all
the women delivered in England and Wales no less than one in every one hundred
and eighty-nine died in childbirth, and that the number of still born children
was twenty-two thousand a year." And he instanced, as another argument
for the establishment of the society, the mutual imnprovement of its members by
the discussions which would follow the reading of the papers which might be
sent in.

Dr. Granville, among other observations in support of this motion, alluded to the
anomalous condition which obstetrie practitioners occupied in England, and espe-
cially in London, before the year 1817. " Not only," said he, " might any one
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practice midwifery without let or hindrance, or indeed without any medical qua-
lification whatever, but this very license was made the means of enabling quacks
to do their work with impunity, defying judge and jury when summoned before
a court of law, by setting up as a defence, that they did not pretend to be doc-
tors, surgeons, or apothecaries, but only man midwives." le furthermore added,
'C the degraded state of the profession of the art was such, that the College of
Physicians considered a licentiate practising midwifery as unworthy of a fellow-
ship; while a member of the College of Surgeons was decmed ineligible to be on
the list of the Council or the Court of Examiners, if lie practised as an accoucheur;
and the apothecaries' company, which had been pressed to institute an examina-
tion in midwifery long resisted the "soft persuasion." It appears that a meet-
ing was held, in Dr. G's house of the élite of the obstetrical practitioners of that
time (1825),-to establish a society, which was effected, but the mrembers de-
voted themselves rather to the improvement of their political or state position.
With the attainment of this object, and the thorough recognition of their truc
position by the government and the different colleges, the association was drop-
ped, and after an interval of thirty-five years the present society is organized
for scientific purposes exclusively.

Two other resolutions were proposed; the one, that all legally qualified prac-
titioners shall be eligible for election as ordinary Fellows of the Society'; and
the other constituted the officers for the first year of the existence of the society,
Sir Charles Locock being the Honorary President, and Dr: Rigby the President.

In examining the by-laws, the first chapter defines the object and constitution
of the society in the following words:-

"lst. The Obstetrical Society of London is instituted for the promotion of
knowledge in all that relates to OBSTETRICS, and the DISEASES OF WOMEN

AND CHILDREN.

2nd. The Sciety shall consist of Fellows and Honorary Fellows. The Hono-
rary Fellows shall not exceed in number twelve British subjects and twenty
Foreigners.

3rd. All Medical Practitioners registered, or if practising abroad, possessing a
British qualification, shall be eligible for election as Fellows of the Society.

4th. The Officers of the Society shall be elected from the Fellows, and shall
consist of an Honorary President, a President, six Vice-Presidents, a Treasurer,
and two Honorary Secretaries, who with eighteen other fellows shall constitute
the Council, and shall have the management of the Society's affairs. Two of
the Vice-Presidents, and six other members of the Council shall be non resident
Fello ws of the Society."

The following are the naimes of the present Honorary Fellows of the Society.
-- British subjects: Fleetwood Churchill, M.D., Professor of Midwifery, K. and
Q. C. P. Dublin; Alfred H. McClintock, M.D., Master of the Lying in Hospital,
Dublin; James M. Duncan, M.D., Lecturer on Midwifery, &c., Edinburgh ;
Archibald Hall, M.D., Professor of Midwifery, &c., McGill Collège, Mrontreal;
William F. H. Montgomery, M.D., late Professor of Midwifery, &c., K. and Q.
C. P., Dublin; James Y. 'Simpson, M.D., D Professor of Midwifery, &c., Edin-
burgh.
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Foreign Subjects: Walter Channing, M.D., Professor of Midwifery, Univer-
sity of Cambridge, Boston, U.S., Baron Paul Dubois, Professor of Clinical Mid-
wifery in the Faculty of Medicine, Paris; Charles D. Meigs, M.D., Professor of
Obstetries, &c., Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, U.S., Franc. J. Moreau,
M.D., Professor of Midwifery in the Faculty of Midwifery, Paris; F. W. Scan-
zoni, M.D., Professor of Midwifery, Wursburgh; Edward C. G. Von Seebold,
M.D., Professor of Midwifery, Gottingen, and Rudolph Verchow, M.D., Pro-
fessor of Pathological Anatomy, Berlin.

The list of Ordinary Fellows amounted at the time of the publication of the
volume before us to about 325.

Such then was the Society at its organization, but the Ordinary Fellows have
very largely increased, and it may be considered one of the most prosperous in the
Kingdom. Its meetings are held on the first Wednesday evening of each month
of the yea', August and September excepted.

As the fruits of the first year of its existence we have the volume which lies
before us, a goodly octavo of about 350 pages, being the first volume of its Tran-
sactions. It contains forty one papers on obstetrical subjects, and is full of most
important practical imformation, to the practising accoucheur. Our limits
preclude us from examining minutely all the papers, none of which are exempt
from special interest. We must confine our observations to a few only.

The first paper is one by Dr. Tyler Smith on the important subject of the
abolition of craniotomy in all cases where the fotus is living and viable. This
is prcbably the most important paper in the volume, and is rich in-sound practi..
cal information. Dr. Smith observes " that there must be always a large class
of cases in which the child is dead at the commencement of labour, or dies dur-
ing its progress, and before delivery becomes practicable, in which craniotomy or
embryotomy must be resorted to for the sake of the mother. This will happen
in many funis cases, in cases of accidental and unavoidable hemorrhage, rupture
of the uterus, convulsions, and breech, footling, or turning cases. In all these
cases, the child is exposed to unusual risks, and may perish under conditions in
which it is of great moment to the mother that the size of the foetus should be
lessened. With this view, continues he, auscultation, if not practised in every
labour should at least be resorted to in all cases of difficulty; and if we can
trace the failure of, the fotal heart, and ascertain the death of the fotus long
before interference to save it becomes possible, it is our bounden duty, should
the state of the mother require it, to resort to craniotomy without delay."
He then passes in review the various conditions in which craniotomy must, and,
may not, be had recourse to; then proceeds to lay down some eminently prac-
cal rules for the employment of the forceps, in which we cordially concur with
him, and especially with regard to the doctrines taught so -generally, that we
must feel the ear off the child before we can with propriety apply them, and that
we should never enter the bladeswithin the cavity of the uterus, twe doctrines
which ought to:be inbedded' ia the tomb cf the Capulets and nally concludes
with remarks upon the more eitended empiyment of iduced labour " a
nieans offsavoiding cranidtony; ecordially agree also"whhthe auth o , te
paper upon this proposition, but ho will agree with us:thattheases are rarely
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presented to us in time to admit of the early induction of.labour; but there can
exist no doubt whatever in the mind of any reflecting person, that in all cases
where a safe delivery is impossible to both mother and chid, and when such a
concatenation of circumstances is forescen as to render such an event a certainty,
premature induction of labour is or should be our only resource.

Dr. Waller gives us an excellent paper on the tranfusion of blood, its history
and application in cases of severe boemorrhage, with the details of a case in
which it was resorted to by him, and the modification of the apparatus usually
employed, consisting mainly in a funnel attached to the syringe, for the purpose
of receiving the blood as it issues from the opened vein of a bystander. The
following is Dr. Waller's case in which the operation was so successfully performed.
" A lady of delicate habits, et 30, was confined with her tenth child; she had been
the subject of hoemorrhage after long labour. It was at this time renewed with
increased severity, and attended with symptoms indicating the most urgent
danger. The medical attendant, (an accoucheur of long standing and great
repute), requested the assistance of the author. The patient was found in the
following condition; she was lying on her back, with the most perfect death-like
countenance, the extremities were of a marble coldness, the general surface of
the body also cold; respiration excessively laborious; the eyelids closed; the
eyes insensible to light; the jaw dropped; no pulsation could be felt in the
radial or carotid arteries; the breathing was the only indication of life. Stimuli
had been exhibited but with no lasting benefit. Tranfusion afforded the only
chance of saving this patient's life; it was consequently performed without delay.
The first injection produced no other effect than that of rendering the beat of
the artery discernible; the second was followed by decided improvement. After
eight ounces had been introduced, this lady was sufficiently revived to recognise
her medical attendant, she evidently felt uneasiness over the region of. the heart,
and placed his hand .ver the left side of the chest; no irregular action was dis-
covered on a careful examination. Two or three tea-spoonfuls of brandy were
given during the operation, and nothing else. The patient suffered from head-
ache, and had occasional hysterie paroxysms to which she had been long subject.
There was no other unfav'ourable symptom." The author :observes, that every
precaution should be taken to get rid of any air which the syringe might hold;
to introduce the blood slowly, and to wait a few minutes between each injection.

Another very valuable paper is one by Dr. Harper on the more frequent em-

ployment of the forceps as a means of lessening maternal and fætal mortality.
It is entirely out of our power to give a resumée of this truly valuable communi-
cation. As the strongest argument in favour of the practice, when judiciously
adopted and not undertaken for the mere object of shortening the labour,
independent of other considerations, we quote the following statisties of their
employment as occurring in the practice of several accoucheurs:

FORCEPS CASES. FETAL DEATHS. MATERNAL DEATHS. FORCEPS DURATION.

'Collins, 1 in 694 1 n 26 lin 329 38 hours.
Hardy, 1 in 355 1 in 20 in 334 35½ hours.
Johnston, 1 in 60 1 in 35 in 502 29½ hours.
fiarper, 1 in 26 1 in47 1 in 1490 16 hours.
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We can imagine no more powerful argument in favour of the use of that instru-
ment in dimninishing foetal and maternal mortality.

There arc a number of other valuable papers; we may especially allude to
those, of Dr. Barnes, I on the physiology and treatient of Placenta Proevia;"
" on hydatiform or vesicular mole," by Dr. Hewitt; "on the treatment of vesico-
vaginal fistula by a new method," by Dr. Battey; "on sloughing of the foetal
scalp as a result of tedious labour," by Dr. Priestly; in fact where all are good,
we find it an almost invidious task to particularize. We observe that the So-
ciety announces itself as not responsible for the opinions of the authors of the
papers. This we think an unnecessary precaution.

We must now conclude our notice of this volume, which we do with some
regret, but our limits compel us. The volume itself is eminently worthy of the
most careful study, as it will amply repay it. As the first contribution of this
Society to the medical literature of the day, it is worthy of a place beside any of
its compeers; and we have not the slightest doubt but that it will increase in
importance and interest, if these are possible, with the maturer years of the. In-
stitution, whose labours it is intended to chronicle.

ART. LXII.-An Elementary Treatise on iuman Anatony. By JosEpH

LEmy, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania, &c.,
with three hundred and ninety-two illustrations. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott & Co., 1861. Royal 8vo. pp. 663.

The multiplication of works upon anatomy brings into question, whether the
works are really endeavours on the part of their authors to promote that study
by bringing into the field something new, either in regard to the subject itself
or the mode of studying it, or to carry their authors into fortune and favour no
matter upon what principle. Every year has a new work by a new author on the
subject, as if the corporeal system, in its structural arrangements, underwent
some annual process, which required a new work for its elucidation. The work
before us comes partially under the former category laid down, and we are far
from attributing the latter to the author, even in the least possible degree.

Dr. Leidy's anatomy, however, differs from those which have preceded it, in
an attempt to Anglify, or at least to give English synonyms for, those parts of the
anatomy of the body, which we are in the habit of studying under their ordinary
seientific terms, whether derived from the Greek or the Latin languages. Ac-
cording to the author's own remarks in 'his preface, he observes, " that most of
the difficulty, of which we hear constant complaint, in the acquisitionand reten-
tion of anatomical knowledge, arises from an excessive, and in some respects ob-
jectionable nomenclature," and he furthermore says, "that 'the nomenclature of
anatomy has been founded on. nog paiticular system, the names havingbeen
chosen according to the farcy of anatonists, fron the shape, functionor sup-
posed resemblance of the part, or in commemoration of the ongial nvestigator."
But are these reasons why nor enclaturé should be set aside? We linknot.
Who are those who objeet to the nomenclature às it stands in the ordin"ary
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Latinified forms ? We have no hesitation in answering the question thus, they
are those, who, ignorant of the Latin and Greek'languages, can glean no idea
whatever from the terms employed, or who are unwilling or too lazy to learn
tliem. The idea, here evoked, strikes at the root of a classical education, which
we deem' of the nost essential importance to every physician, for these languages
"though dead yet speak," and will speak as long as this world lasts. We could
enumerate many reasons why this should be so, but it is foreign to our purpose.
When the author proves to our mind conclusively, that the knowledge of these
languages is unnecessary to the scholar, the gentleman and the physician, we
will concede to him the principal point, the attainment of which seenis to be con-
templated in his volume.

We feel very unwilling to attribute such sentiments, as those which we have
condemned to the accomplished American Editor of " Sharpey s and Quain's
anatomy," but we much fear that the work before us will bear us out upon exa-
mination. For ourselves; we cannot insist too strongly upon a thorough classical
education on the student'of medicine, and it is upon such grounds that we would

object to' any attempt, hbwever made, which could possibly secure its evasion.
But our author himself is scarcely true to his own colours, for, on page 217, we
read; when alluding to the imedian line of the abdomen, "it is named the
Linea Aba." To be consistent with the programme or plan of his work, ho
should have called it the "White Lin:e" while he calls the "l Linea Semilunaris"
" a thin laminatedcdge." We could multiply such examples but they are not re-
quired.

How far this proposed alteration in anatomical nomenclature will further the
advance of that study is to our mind exceedingly doubtful. Will not the " fancy"
of the writer, or " some supposed resemblance," achieve some new name to
supersede some older and better recognized one. ' Admit the latitude and where
is to'be the end of it.

Apart from its nomenclature, the work is unquestionably a valuable one, and
reflects great credit upon the author of it. The descriptions of the anatomical
peculiarities of the various parts are faithfully and truthfully given, and in this
respect will compare, most favourably with any other work of the kind with
which we are acquainted. The wood cuts, with which the volume abounds, are
most beautifully executed, and the typography, upon slightly tinted paper, is
unquestionably in the highest style of the art. In these respects it reflects the
highest credit upon the house, of whose enterprise it is the production.

ART. LXIII.-Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of Pennsyl-
vania at the 12th Annual Session held in Philadelphia, June, 1860. Pub-
lished by the Society. Philadelphia, Collins, 1860.

This volume contains an admirable address from the President Dr. Condie,.
recommending, in the strongest manner, a united organization on the part of the
Profession of the State, a valuable paper by Dr. Gross " on Prostatorrhea," an
abstiact of which has already appeared in our columns, and the Reports of a
large number cf County Medical Societies. We notice that small pox was
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prevalent in some of the counties to a considerable extent. This must be due
to the want of vaccination, or the deficiency of legislative enactments enforcing
its observance. It is very much to be regretted that prejudice should stand in
the way of so simple a precautionary measure. We feel confident that if this
ieans were usually a.lopted, small pox, as a distinct disease, would become in
a short time a mere matter of history. In many of the counties in the United
States, we are of opinion, that the prejudice on the part of the common people,
just alluded to, runs very high, and especially so, we have understood, in the
country districts of Massachusetts. The transactions evince considerable activity
on the part of the members of the different County Societies, but by no means
as much as they are capable of showing.

ART. LXIV.-An Epitome of Braithwaite's Retrospect ofPractical Medicine
and Surgery in six parts. IBy Walter S. Wells, M. D. Published for the
author by C. T. Evans, New York. Montreal, Dawson & Sons. Parts
5 and 6.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of parts 5 and 6 of this series, and we
are happy to perceive that Dr. Welis'labours have terminated. It was originally
contemplated to complete the work in five parts, but we presume, that -as tlie
epitomizer progressed, he found his task insensibly increase on his hands, and
the inipossibility of confining it to five volumes or parts became apparent, and
therefore its consequent extension to an additional part or volume.

The labour at an end, we cannot but concede to Dr. Wells the conception
and completion of one of the most valuable works of our day. When it is remem-
bered that Braithwaite's Retrospect bow nunbering 41 volumes, and commencing
its existence in the year 1840, reflects the spirit of the Medical literature of
Great Britain, Continental Europe and America since that period of time, the
Epitome or condensation of it, now concluded, must possess a value commensurate
with the accuracy of the labour bestowed upon it ; and when we observe-this too
after a careful comparison with the original in numberless instances,-that it lias
been well and truthfully executed, we cannot but accord to the volumes before
us an amount of merit but little inferior to the original.

We really know ofno more valuable work to the Physician on the three branches
of his profession, Medicine, Surgery, or Midwifery than the Epitome before us.
We do not pretend that it can by any possibility supply the place of the original,
but if in the case of inability to purchase it, or the desire to economize time, a
substitute were desired, the Epitome will supply every want. It should on such
grounds bc in the library of every Physician, for as a record of the experience
of the present day, lie could possess no cheaper or more valuable digest. We con-
gratulate Dr. Wells not ônly on the completion of the hivy"'dut, Which he
assumed, but on the manner also in whih hle has exeeuted his task; and we trust
that the profession of this continent 'will fully recognize his services.
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PERISCOPIC DEPARTMENT.

SURGEIRY.

CLINICAL LECTURES DELIVERED AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE IOSPITAL.-
BY JOHN ERICHISEN, ESQ., PROF. OF SURGERY AND OF

CLINICAL SURGERY.

On the Diagnosis of Tumours of the Breast.

GENTLEMEN: Every woman who lias a swelling in the breast fears it is a cancer. She
knows no distinction between one kind of tumour and another, and imagines every tumour
to bc a cancer. Constantly dreading this disease, she believes, as soon as she finds she
has a tumour, she labours under it. She goes to a surgeon, and uncovers ber bosom
with great hesitation, and with earnest solicitude scans his countenance as if there to read
her fate. If the surgeon be able to say, " My dear madam, this tumour need give you
no uneasiness, it is attended with no danger, and will occasion no inconvenience here-
after," lie secs by the smile which immediately illumines ber features what a load ofanxious
care is removed from ber mind. In many cases of tumour of the breast, as well as else-
where, it is quite possible to pronounce positively, and at once, for good or for evil. If
the patient be middle aged, if the tumour be hard and adherent to the skin, and more
particularly if it be ulcerated ; if there be a chain of indurated glands extending into
the axilla ; if the countenance be sallow, with glistening eyes, and the frame emaciated,
the surgeon can seldom be wrong in at once deciding the tumour to be a cancer; on the
other hand, when the patient is young, the tumour hard but moveable, the constitution
delicate but good, the surgeon may require time to perfect bis-diagnosis. This uncer-
tainty with regard to diagnosis of the tumours of the breast, is an adherent element of these
diseases, and may even continue after the growth bas been removed from the mamma.
In many cases surgeons will be in doubt about its nature, and this doubt is not cleared
away until the tumour is subjected to careful inicroscopical investigation. So great
is this difflculty, that the most skilful surgeons will occasionally err. It is true that
the progress of the disease, and the state of the constitution of the patient will
eventually throw light on the nature of the disease ; but there is nothing pathogno-
monic in the early stage of the growth of these tumours, and it is at this period that the
great difficulty in their diagnosis arises.

In the early stages of all tumours of the breast, the surgeon is at last compelled to
form his judgment of their nature by the manipulation of the mass. You can readily
understand that, however skilled the sense of touch, however much he may possess the
tactus eruditus, he may easily be deceived. For instance, if you were to put half a dozen
apples under a napkin, and by simple manipulation you had to determine which one
was a Ribstone pippin, which a golden one, you might in a few cases be right, but in
many you would certainly err. This is precisely what happens in tumours of the
breast, though the history of the case will often reduce to a certainty the opinion we
hadformed of a tumour from its feel, and which otherwise would have remained obscure

-and unsettled. There is no class of surgical diseases in which errors of diagnosis
are so likely to occur as in that of diseases of the breast. -The most skilful surgeons
may err, and have frequently donc so; and, indeed you would gain more instruction
from an account, if it were possible to write such a one, of the errors of surgeons in
these matters, than by reading,anyaccount ofthe diagnosis of thess diseases. It is in a
great measure in conseqnence of, and by taking advantage of these errors, tÈâticancer-
curing quacks, who,,whether lay, clerica1,.or medical, flourish in all large.towns, derive
much of their reputation with the publie. They have this advantage over medical mer-
Suppose the " cancer-curer," as be calls bimself, fails in effecting a cure, he is then no
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worse off than the regular practitioner, by whom the disease had previously been pro-
nounced to be incurable. But if a medical man makes an error, and diagnoses cancer
when in reality the tumour is a benign one, the patient, knowing that medicine
affords ber no relief, and that surgery only offers the palliative measure of extirpation, ap-
plies te a " cancer-curer ;" lie uses his caustics, and destroys a tumour, which being
non-malignant though erroneously believed to be cancer, does not return. Such a case
is ever after 'looked upon by her friends as an incontestible cure of a cancer which
bad been pronounced te be incurable by medical men. Ilence it is very necessary
not to hazard a positive opinion in doubtful cases, or at all events not to throw one out
on the gloomy side.

I recollect three cases sent into this hospital at no very distant date, which illustrate
this last observation. The first was that of a man with a " tumour" of the lower jaw,
whicli was sent in as a cancer of that bone. It was solid, firm and prominent; but
there was some ædema of the soft parts covering it. I passed in a grooved needle and
let out some pus. It was an abscess, I then put in a seton ; the valls -were thick,
and lay close to the bone ; but they rapidly melted down, aud the " tumour" disappeared.

The next case was that of a young woman who came te me witi a large " tumour" of.
the side of the neck, of the size of a cocoa-nut on vhich was an ulcerated surface as
large as the palm of the hand. She told us that it had existed a year or two ; that
she had been to a medical practitioner, who pronotunced it to be cancer of the neck;" that
she then went to a " cancer-curer," vho used caustic te it ; this gave lier such intense
pain, that she could net return to bim, under which circumstances she applied te this
bospital. When I examined tlie swelling, I felt some deep fluctuation. I inserted an
exploring trocar, let out a considerable quantity of pus, enlarged the puncture, and
put in a seton. The patient was well iii a month. Now, had the " cancer-curer " pen-
etrated half au inch more deeply with his causties than lie did, lie would bave had the
credit of curing a cancer of the neck by opening an abscess.

The third case occurred very recently. An old mnan came here from the country with
two cicatrices on the lower lip, which, lie said were the result of two operations for
" cancer;" one tvelve years ago, and the other a year and a half since. There was a
large tumeur beneath the angle of the jaw, whiich seveyal London surgeons had told
him was a return of cancer under the lower jaw, for which nothing could be done;
and that lie had better return home. This tumeur appeared to me more elastic, and net
so circumscribed as secondary cancers usually are. I passed a grooved needle into it,
and let out a drop or two of pus. I then laid open the tumeur. An ounce and a
half of thick yellow pus escaped. The wound granulated ; the cyst filled, and the man
left the hospital cured.

These cases are by no means uncommon. Abscesses as well as other tumeurs of
-the breast, are frequently mistaken for cancer. Some years ago, on going by invitation
to the louse of a notorions " cancer-curer," whose practice was open te the profession,
I saw amopgst his patients a young woman, twenty-three years of age, with a chronic
nmammary tumeur of the breast. I said te him, '(Do you call this a cancer ?" Ris re,
ply was, " Wal, I guess it was sent te me as one by a surgeon ; and that's enough forme."
That was the very thing that men of this class want-a simple tumeur, pronounced te
be cancerous. They remove it as a cancer, and get the credit of a " cure."

Se far as the breast is concerned, for all purposes of surgical diagnosis, its tumours
resolve themselves into two classes ; first, the simple; second, the malignant. The,
simple non-malignant tumeurs again resolve themselves into thsree'. classes; first,
abscesses; second,, cystic tumours,; third, solid tumour of- various ki ds. 'These 're.
the distinctionsyoi may establsierthe purposes of diaigàosis. Nowslet us examine
these different classss a little in detail.

First,with'regard to tie diagnosis-of abscesses. Noiv,-there are 'four kiuds of ab-
scesses of the female breast ; three of these are net diffieult to'distinguisi, s abscess
the fourth oftei is so. Tie first .is the ordinary subcutaueous abscess between the skin
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and gland, generally near the areola; it is accompanied by the ordinary symptoms of
phlegmonous and suppurative inflammation-heat, pain, and throbbing. There is usually
no great difficulty in diagnosing this variety; it is often met with at the age of puberty,
in consequence of the increased action set up about this time. It occurs alike in
single married females, and usually without any uterine complications. In the diag-
nosis of this subcutaneous abcess, error will, however, sometimes creep in. For instance
agentleman of considerable professional skill and acquirement, one day brougbta patient
to my bouse with " a tumour of the breast," which he said would require removal.
On examining the bosom, I found one of these subcutaneous abscesses with a good deal of
odema around it. I retired with my friend into another room, and told him my
opinion and proposed to open it there and then. "For God's sake," said he, "don't do
that. I bave said it was a ' tumour,' and I shall get into a scrape if you open it." I
told him not to make himself uneasy, about that, for I would soon settle matters to his
and lis patient's satisfaction. I accordingly told the lady that I was glad to say that
an operation would not be necessary, as we should be able to bring the tumour "to a
head," and so disperse it. I accordingly ordered some resin cerate to be applied ; and
in a week the abscess bad burst, and there was an end of the " tumour," to the great
satisfaction of all concerned.

Two otber of these varieties of abscess are of an acute and phlegmonous character.
The first, that in the substance of the mammary gland; the second, that which forms
behind the gland, in the cellular tissue lying between it and the pectoral muscle. These
abscesses generally occur during lactation; and, by coupling the acute phlegmonous
symptoms with the presence of lactation, there cao be very little diflliculty in distin-
guishing them.

The fourth form is that most frequently confounded with solid tumour. It is the
chronic, cold, encysted abscess of the breast. This is a sort of abscess wbich forms
deeply in the mammary gland, slowly, and without any acute symptoms usually, indeed,
without any local symptoms at all. It is bard, deeply seated, and tolerably well cir-
cumscribed. This encisted abcess of the breast bas been especially described by Sir
A. Cooper and by Velpeau. Both these eminent surgeons record cases of it which
have been mistaken and operated on for cancer. A story bas been told me by a gentle-
man who was present, of a surgeon now dead, but one of the most eminent of the
many great surgeons that France bas produced, who, after lecturing to bis class before
operating on a case of tumour of the breast, and explaining, with that minutenes of
detail and that lucidity of arrangement ; which the French surgeous possess in so high
a degree, the reasons wby the tumour, be was about to remove, could by no po.jibility
be any but a scirrhus, made bis first incision, when a gush of pus took place, and
the supposed scirrhus was resolved into an encysted abscess, deeply seated under the
mammary gland. Now this accident happening as it did to the most eminent of bis
day, may occur to others of less professional experience; it bas to my knowledge
occurred six or eigbt times. But it may also be avoided by the history of the case and
especially four points of diagnosis. ý These points, to wbich I would direct your
attention, are the following:-

1. Encysted abscess is invariably preceded by some uterine disturbance. You will
find that the patient bas lately been in the family way, and bas eitber been delivered or
miscarried ; or, if not pregnant, bas suffered from some other uterine derangement-in
most cases, however, of a parturient nature-a few weeks or months previously.

2. Yon generally find that the tumour, if an abscess, thoogh bard and defined, is not
distinctly circümscribed.,

3. You almost invariably, find-and this is a most important point -œedema of the
subeutaneous cellular tissue, near the outer:or under border of the "gland.

4. There is also usually a spot.on the surface of the tumour softer and more tender
than the rest, possessing perbaps,:a certain dëgree of elasticity.

Now, by attention to these four points-namely, pre-existing or concominant uterine
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derangement, bard but non-circumscribed character of the swelling, the odema around
or beyond and the soft tender point-you can rarely go wrong in making your diag-
nosis. In illustration of this, I will mention a case whicb occurred here sone time ago.
A woman thirty six years of age, miscarried the sixth or eighth week of ber pregnancy.
Eight months after this she applied to the bospital for relief for a tumour of the breast.
On examination, I found a circumscribed painless swelling deeply seated in orunder the
mammary gland. There had been no pain or throbbing in it, and there was no redness
over it. At the lower border there was a spot wbich felt doubtfully elastic. I niade
an exploratory puncture into this, and let out about an ounce and a half of creamy pus.
A tent was then introduced ; and the induration of the walls, which 'were excessively
thick, gradually disappeared and the wound healed by granulation.

Besides these chronic abscesses of the breast itself, you may get another class of
cases; that is, abscess la the neiglhbourhood of this organ, quite unconnected with the
mammary gland. If there is any dcubt in your minds, after examining such a case,
always put in an exploring needle or trocar ; its puncture can do no harm, and it will
always clear up the true nature of a doubtful case.

In the next lecture, we shall proceed to the diagnosis of cystic and simple solid tu-
mours of the breast, from cancer of that organ.-British Med. Jour., March 31st, 1860.

THE MAN THROUGH WHOSE HEAD AN IRON ROD PASSED STILL LIVING.*

It will be remembered by many of our readers that in December, 1848, an account vas
published by Dr. Harlow, then of Cavendish, Vt., of the remarkable case of the passage of
a rod of iron through the head of a man engaged at the time in blasting rocks. This rod, or
tamping fion, as it is technically called, was round and smooth, about three feet seven
inches in length, and weighed about 13 pounds. A correspondent of the Ohio Medical
and Surgical Journal thus alludes to this patient, wlho, it seems, is still living in Chili.

" A few mouths ago we had occasion, in some clinical remarks, to make mention of
this remarkable cuse, in which we stated that, though the man survived, we were not
infornied as to the mental and general condition in which the injury left bia.

Il Dr. Henry Trevitt, of Valparaiso, South America, who was present, at once replied
to our remark that he knew Gage well: and that he lived in Chili, where he vas
engaged in stage-driving. and that he was in the enjoyment of good health, with no
impairment whatever of bis mental faculties.

"Dr. Harlow, of Cavendish, Vt., in whose practice the case occurred, described the.
wound as commencing just anterior to the ramus of the inferior maxillary bone of the
left side, taking a direction upward and backward. toward the median line, passing
through the left anterior lobe of the cerebrum, and making its exit at the junction
of the coronal and sagittal sutures ; lacerating the longitudinal sinus extensively
fracturing the frontal and parietal bones; breaking up a large portion of the brain,,
and protruding the globe of the left eye from its socket by nearly one half of
its diameter."-Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.

GILMAN'S TREATMENT OF IN-GROWING NAIL.

By lsNnY M. CLAnxRsoN, M. D., of Wateree, Richland District, So. C.

Mrs. S., a young married lady, applied to me on the 12th of Marci last, to be ,treated
for an in-growing.of the nail of the great tóe.

She had not been able;to wear the softest shoefor many months, or bear thelightest,

A report of this case was published in full, and will be found in the 6th volume of
the o!d series of the B. A. J. (Ed. B. A. .)
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touch of the finger upon the parts adjacent to the sore. This was on the inner side of
the nail, near the root discharging pus, and surrounded by great inflammation.

Unwilling to subject one of so delicate a constitution and so nervous a teiperament
to the painful application of nitrate of silver, or to the severe operation of extracting
the nail, I resorted to the plan reccomended by Dr. N. Gilman, of Ilatfield, Mass., (Bos-
ton Med. and Surg. Journ., Dec. 29, 1859.)

Having held a small piece of tallow in a spoon over the flame of a lamp,until it melted
and became veryhot, I dropped two or three drops of it upon the seat of the granula-
tions, and directed the patient not to attempt to put on ber shoe until a cure was ac-
comuplished. After this visit T did not see her for several days, when I was gratiled to
find the granulations gone, and the pain and tenderness effectually relieved. Paring
away the exposed edge of the nail, in ten days later she was walking about, wearing
lier shoe with comfort ; and at the present time, (six months since), there appears not
to be the slightest probability of a return of the complaint.

Wben it is recollected, how frequently surgeons pronounce the operation of extract-
ing the nail one of the most excruciating in practice, necessitating the use of an'esthe-
tics, and that cauterization by nitrate of silver is always dreaded, it is to be hoped that
others will substitute for sucli barbarous treatnent, this simple nethod of Dr. Gilman,
as one suitable for self application, quiick ini giving relief, effectual in curing, without
pain, and last, thougli not least, obviating the risk in resorting to chloroform.-Med.
Surg. Reporter.

THE COM3IUNICABILITY OF SECONDARY SYPHILIS.

By RicuAnD McSnEnny, M. D., of Baltimore.

John H., a publican, asked my advice during the surmer of 1859, for symptoms of
secondary syphilis. He was then on a course of iodide of potassium, and I recommended
hin to continue it. Within a month after, he casually consulted me as to the propriety of
marriage, saying lie wasnearly or quite well. While doubtful, myself, as to the communi-
cability of secondary syphilis, I advised him, by all means, to delay marriage indefi-
nitely. My advice was not taken. On the 26th of October, lie married a young girl
of irreproachable character, whom I had known for many years. He and his wife
removed immediately from this city.

On the 15th of March last be called, to desire me to visit his wife, whom lie bad
brought back in bad health to ber father's bouse, and lie stated to me his apprehension
that lie had communicated disease to lier. He did not wish ber, if such proved to be
the fact, to be made acquainted with the nature of ber discase.

Accordingly I took ber in charge, and learned fron ber that, within a few wecks
after lier marriage, she was taken with an obstinate forni of sore-throat, which -ras still
unrelieved. For the past six weeks, she lias lad eruptions upon various parts of lier
lirbs, trunk, and head; she bas painful warts about vulva and anus; she is enceinte,
having had no return of menses since marriage ; she bas had no primary sores. I
ascertained, upon furtber examination that ber husband lad no sores of any kind upon
flic male organ since marriage, but lie had some excrescence about the anus.

The whole appearance of this poor girl was cachectic, and ber countenance and Man-
ner exhibited the deepest dejection. She implored me to tell lier, positively, what
was the matter with ber. I soon found that she lad consulted an elderly female friend
at ber late place of residence, who had access to some medical books, and this friend
had not been slow to inforn lier of the nature of ber malady. The girl was convinced
but she wanted my assurance to justify a separation from the mian who had injured lier
so deeply.

I postponed giving ber'a decided answer, but went on to treat ber with iodide of
potasium and sarsaparilla, making local applications to the sores,according to their con-
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dition: some were open, and some had the scabs of rupia. I used as local applications
the black wash, nitrate of silver, tincture of iodine : and to the warts, or condylomata,
whicli were intensely painful, so as to destroy all sleep for many niglits together (the
physical pain, perhaps, had no more to do with this than the mental distress), a powder
of tannin, arrowroot and opium. The course of treatment was not very successful.
With the advance of pregnancy, and its attendant discomforts, my patient got ivorse
rather than better.

On account of her great suffering I substituted calomel, and opium, for the iodide
and sarsaparilla. The change gave her some relief. While on this course, a daily
dribbling of waters commenced about the first of July, a montl before her expectcd con-
finement. On the l0th of July, I delivered lier of ber first child, a male, perfect but
of very diminutive size, thoughi without any manifest disease. About the third day, a
papular eruption made its appearance on the neck, and about the genitals. This appear-
ance passed off spontaneously, when the child began to purge, and waste away, while
its skin becanie deeply jaundiced. I gave it some very minute povders of hyd. c. creta,
but the mother's milk failed, and the child wasted awty and died on the 27th of the
same mionth. There was a dark discoloration across the hypogastrie region before
death, but nothing more of the papular eruption.

Since its death, the mother is improving, on a modificd course of mercury and opium;
the sores and condylomata have nearly disappeared. She has taken no formal action
against lier husband since she has been led to believe that he did her no intentional
wrong.

Such are the outlines of a case which I thirk ful- of significant interest. The communi-
cability of secondary syphilis is one of the most important questions of the day, and
every case that bears upon the question lias ils importance. There is no doubt upon
my mind but that, in this instance, the mother was contaminated through the fotus,
and that the first developments of the disease with ber were of the secondary order.

Secondary syphilis appears to be rarcly communicated by the simple congress of the
sexes. Experiments have shown, indeed, that this form of disease may be inoculated,
but a successful inoculation where the morbid matter is absolutely thrust into the lacer-
ated absorbents will not prove that mere sexual contact will produce the same effect.
Lt is surmised, but lias not been demonstrated that the semen, when failing to be prolific
may convey disease to the female. Instances, however, have been observed where man
and wife have cohabited, for some considerable time, where the man had been syphilitie
but was apparently cured, without transmission to the wife, and yet, when she lias
conceived, she, too, lias nanifested the contamination. (Sec papers on this subject, by
Mr. Ilutchinson, Med. Times and Gazette, Dec. 20, 1856, and Jan. 1857.)

There was published in the Mlontpelier Médical, during the past year, a remarkable
instance of another most prolific method of transmitting the secondary disease which
w'as spread from a diseased infant. The case also has this much analogy with mine,
that is, that the mother contracted lier disease during, and, as I believe, in consequence
of gestation.

Under the head, which I translate as follows, " Congenital syphilis transmitted
from a husband to his wife and infant; from the latter to two nurses ; from one of these
to lier mother-in-law; from the other to her own child and husband," by Doctor Janquet,
of the 2d regiment of Engineers, there is the following summary, after the, facts have
been given in more detail.

The doctor at first was at loss to understand the rapid extension.of a, disease Bo like
syphilis, in appearance, while hle lad rather inclined to the school that that, stage was
not transmissible. 'But progress, symptoms and cure removed his doubts, even before
lie traced the disease to its starting-point.

Sncb is the order of facts, says DoctorJanquet, in conclusion, which I have observed
coavinced that I had to deal with a syphilitie disorder, I wished, to go back to its
source, It turns out from my investigatons, tiat M. X. (whose diseased child bad infect-
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ed so many other persons) bad had tbe venereal disease before his marriage. His wife,
who liad been up to that time in perfect healtb, experienced within a short time after ber
marriage various eruptions, which had impaired ber health ; an abôrtion of a dead child
at six months was probably in consequence. Her second pregnancy although more
favourable, apparently, was more pernicious, in its results; in fact the infant, as I have
said above bad shortly after its birth an erythematous rash, excoriations, aphthe of the
buccal mucous membrane, &c. of a specific character, as was shown by tbeir affecting
the nipples of two nurses who were free from all affection while nursing their own child-
ren. One of them, on returning hoae, gave to ber mother-in-law, who undertook te
draw off the milk from ber distended breasts a virulent disease of the mouth so that
mother-in-law and daughter-in-law were for a long time suffering from various erup-
tions subsequently. The other nurse was equally contaminated in giving ber breasts
alternately to her own child, and to that of M. X. With ber the syphilitic disease
manifested itself first by fissures, then by aphthe and pustules on the breasts and
vulva: by these, the husband was infected.

Such, he says, is the interesting history of this disease which was successively trans-
mitted to seven persons ; it was a a bereditary syphilis communicated from father to
child. This latter infected the mother and two nurses. The ravages were not con-
fined to these since four other personswere successively aftacked.

This is a strong chain of evidence going to prove the communicability of secondary
syphilis, and sbowing at the same time bow the mother may become infected by the
foetus in the womb. M. X. bad no apparent disease (at least none is mentioned), except
strictures of the urethra following attacks of gonorrhœa, from which ie had also
suffered when unmarried. The taint of the secondary disorder undoubtedly was deep in
bis system, and, as it were, latent, but still, as the facts show, it was abundantly capable
of transmission.

I do not consider commentary necessary on the case and facts presented in this paper;
they must carry their own weight te the mind of the physician, and influence him, 1st,
te the'most extreme care in the cure of bis syphilitic patients ; 2d, to restraining, as
far as be can, precipitate marriages ; and, 2d, to guarding those whom lie bas to advise
against the numerous dangers, both immediate and remote, proceeding from contact or
intercourse with attainted subjects.-J1mer. Jour. .Med. Science.

ON THE UNION OF FRACTURES IN MERCURIO-SYPHILITIC PATIENTS.

By PRoF. SIGMUND, of Vienna.

A young man in the Hospital of Vienna, while undergoing treatm ent, by means of
mercurial inunctions, on account of syphilitic ulcers of the skin, and an affection of the
bones, met with an injury; as the result of whicb, lie sustained an oblique fracture of
the humerus about an inch below the tuberosities, accompanied with considerable con-
tusion of the soft parts, and extravasation of blood. Cold applications were made use
of, and the arm was put up in splints in the usual way ; nô unpleasant symptom oc-
curred, and consolidation of the -fractured bone 'was-complete on the thirty-third day
from the receipt of the injury. Around the united ends ofthe bone there was a very
considerable bony swelling ; in other respects the form and direction of the limb were
quite normal. On the day when the fracture was suistained, the patient had undergone
the inth of a series of fifty-mercurial inunctions ; this treatment was not discontinued,
but was carried on uninterruptedly until the:disappearance of the syphilitic symptoms.

Prof. Sigmund bas met witb five cases where syphilitic patients bave'sustained frac-
tures while undergoing mercurial treatment. The, bones broken in these casesý were
the right radius (twice), the left fibula, the left clavicle, and the rleft'humerus. Com-
plete union of the fractured bones- had oecurred on the twenty-third, the'twenty-sixth,
the thirtieth, the twenty-second, and the thirty-fourth daysýrespectively. un all -these:
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cases the results were satisfactory. In none of these cases was the mercurial treatment
discontinued, nor was any change made in the diet of the patients.

It is well known that in syphilitic patients no important deviation from the normal
course occurs in the healing of wounds of the soft parts. Prof. Sigmund has had oc-
casion to perform numerous and various operations on the syphilitic, and his observa-
tions entirely confirm the general opinion.

Prof. Sigmund does not believe that the bones of syphilitie patients, whether or not
they have been treated with mercury, are more readily fractured than the bones of
those who have not had syphilis, ·and have not taken mercury.-Zeitschrift der k. k.
Gesellschaft der Aerzte zu Wein.

DISSECTING WOUNDS.

At a recent meeting of the New York Medico-Chirurgical College, Professor Carno-
chan gave an account of his late sickness-a dissecting wound-contracted while mak-
ing an autopsy on a dropsical patient, who had also suffered from ovarian troubles, the
liver and some other organs being diseased. We give this interesting account as pub-
lished in the Anerican Medical Gazette for October:

" The autopsy was made in some haste, and no opportunity was afforded for obtain-
ing lard or oil for the protection of the hands. The contents of the abdominal cavity
were still warm, though life had been some hjours extinet. Having laid open the abdo-
men, and absorbed the accumulated liquids by sponges, the hands of the operator were

passed into the cavity, and the diseased organs were sought out and examined. The
wound being sewn up, he washed lis hands, and as he had not punctured them during
the necropsy, nor could perceive any abrasion of the skin, he was not alarmed, when,
in the evening of the same day, lie felt the ends of his fingers somewhat painful. Next
morning the forefinger was swollen, as if affected with felon. Stillhe wouldnot believe
that any trouble was to be apprehended, and no remedial measures were adopted. -The
inflammation, however, spread and the pain increased. The following day the malady
seemed to be gaining ground, and in the evening the swelling extended to the wrist.
He naturally became alarmed, and soaked his hand in ley, but it was too late ; the virus
had been absorbed, and the symptoms continued to increase in intensity. The lympha-
tics became much enlarged, and the limb generally swollen. Irritative fever supervened
and suppuration commenced about the hand, accompanied with considerable hardness
in the affected parts. He called in some of his medical friends, and after consultation,
openings were made on the forefinger, the back of the hand, and higher up-on the arm.
The evacuation of the pus did not diminish the pain, but, on the contraryseemed some-
times rather toaggravate it. After one of the incisions lie became perfectly prostrated
with agony, the digital nerve being probably in part divided. As the disease progressed
he became typhoid, probably from the absorption of the virus, and was treated with
brandy, quinine, and stimulants. Symptoms of pytemia also appeared. The brain was
stunned, and he remembers scarce anything for two weeks. By degrees the malady
spent its force, and the pain began to subside ; but the amelioration was slow, and very
different fron that of ordinary traumatie lesions. The:constitutional symptoms, also,
slowly abated.

Of the special points of interest in the case,' one wasthe zymotie infuence of the
virus. It seemed-to have a power of generating new inorbific' corpuscles, and propa-
gated itself in all directions with considerable rapidity. Thus the inflammation speedily
invaded the:whole of the hand; stiffening;the fingers, so that-fears.were entertained that,
the use of that member:might abe.entirely lost. Thence it spread upward throughethe
limb, buthappily itwas arrested before -invadingwith anyconsiderable. virulencefthe
axilla,wwhich .was the principal:seat of suppuration.in the recent lamentable case of Dr.
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De Sa, a young Brazilian physician wbo recently died at Paris from a dissecting wound
in the tbumb.

After one of the incisions, Dr. Carnochan felt spasmodic twitchings in various parts
of the body; and the muscles, especially of the calf of the leg, contracted violently,
causing much pain. The temporal muscles were also affected, and there was a conse-
quent stiffness about the jaws, and a hardness about the zygomatic arch. These symp-
toms, which seemed initiatory of tetanus, bappily soon passed away. In the case of
Dr. De Sa no such spasms occurred, though lie, as well as Professor Carnochan, was so
tormented witb pain that sleep was impossible except when procured by morphia or
other narcoties. The pain resembled that of neuralgia, and was probably due, in part,
to pressure made on the nerves, throngh the hardening and contraction of the exuded

products of inflammation poured around them. Hence, in proportion as the nerves be-
came accustomed to these new conditions, their abnormal sensibility was diminished,
and the pain gradually became less intolerable.

It is remarkable to how great a degree the state of health of the recipient controls the
effects of dissecting wounds. In both the cases we have mentioned, and in nearly all
others that bave come to our knowledge, the infected constitution was suffering at the
time from irritability or diminished bealth. Usually, also, the virus bas been received
from a recent subject."

SIMPLE MODE OF TREATING A FREQUENT FORM OF ENTROPION.

BY M. SICHEL. (Bulletin de Thérapeutique, tome lix. p. 59)

TrHERE are varieties of this affection which only yield to appropriate operative procedure,
but there is one form which almost always precedes the others and which can be re-
lieved in the great majority of cases, by very simple means. It is well known that in
ophthalmia accompar.ed by violent photobia, and by great distension of the vessels of
the conjunctiva, the patients insensibly acquire the habit, especially when the inflam-
mation bas become chronie, of strongly contracting the eyelids, with the double aim
of excluding the rays of light and of expelling the foreiga bodies which, from their sen-
sations they believe to be present at the front of the eye. This constant contrac-
tion of the orbicularis at last inverts the free edge of the lower eyelid, the very narrow
tarsus of which yields more readily to the blepharospasm than that of the upper eye-
lid, which a more considerable vertical diameter. After a while the cartilage of the
lower lid can no longer resist this incessant action, and it undergoes an incurvation
which becomes more considerable until at last complete inversion is produced. When
the affection bas attained this degree, the means now to be mentioned are usually of no
avail.

The entropion is confined in most cases to the lower eyelid. It is most frequently so
after chronic ophthalmia and the operation for cataract, when the patient, either from
indisposition to open them or from excessive sensibility of the retina, keeps the eyelids
too long closed. In this variety of entropion termed spastic, the advice is usually given
to practice frequent tractions on the lower eyelid, or to keep it inverted on the cheek
by means of adhesive strips. In the author's hands these means, powerless against the
perminent contraction of the orbicularis, have always failed, while a very simple
manoeuvre bas generally succeeded. In place of producing complete abduction and de-
pression of the eyelid, it should be only moderately depressed and stretched vertically, by
means of the index and medins finger, so as to sensibly separate it from the anterior sur-
face ofthe eye. The point of.one of the fingers is next applied, above the inferior edge of
the orbit, upon the adherent edge of-the eyelid, and gently carried from before backwards
into the anterior portion of the cavity, until the free ,edge ofthe eyelid is strougly
evcrted. - The pressure-must be made very gently, thesfinger sliding along the anterior
portion of thefloor of the orbit without compressing or irritating the globe. -This sim-
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ple manoeuvre, repeated overy quarter of an hour or oftener by the patient himself, leads
to the re-establisbment of the eyelid in its normal position. The same procedure
with some modification may be advantageously employed for the treatment of entropion
of the upper eyelid-an affection which, indeed, is much more rare, and infinitely more
difficult to cure :-Medico- Chirurgical Reviewv.

REPORT OF TWENTY-FOUR CASES OF TRACHEOTOMY PERFORMED IN THE
LAST STAGE OF CROUP.

In this paper Dr. Fock gives an account of the cases of tracheotomy for croup which
bave occurred in bis practice, and in tbat of his colleagues, at the Magdeburg Hospital.
Ie observes that, notwithstanding some of the leading practitioners in Germany-such
as Langenbeck, Baur, Roser, and Bardleben--resort to the operation, and recommend
it in their lectures, it bas obtained no general admission into German practice. Of
these 24 cases, 10 were successful, the particulars of both these and :the unsuccessful'
cases being exhibited in a tabular forn. To this statement Dr. Fock appends some
observations.

1. These cases are decidedly in favour of the operation; inasinuch as it was not
resorted to until a stage of the disease when death seemed quite inevitable without it,
notwithstanding the persevering employment of the various remedies. The saving 10
out of 24 children, apparently absolutely condemned to die, cannot be regarded as
other than a great success. It is not desired to draw from these facts the conclusion
that the operation should be resorted to in every desperate case of croup, although it is
very difficult to indicate in which of such cases it should be abstained from. It would be
a mistake to estimate the degree of danger alone from the amount of dyspnoa ; for even
when this becomes suffocative during the operation, success may yet be the result. .As
a general rule, it may be stated that the most favorable prognosis may be delivered in
those cases wbich exhibit themselves from the fßrst as pure croup, and are attended by
constantly-increasing paroxysms of dyspnoea; while the contrary is the case when
there has been a preliminary bronchial catarrh during several days, and when the child,
after seeming to be in a state without any peril, suddenly passes into a condition of
actual croup. Either on account of the small quantity of air which enters through
the contracted larynx, no bronchial râle is produced, or its existence is masked by the
laryngeal sounds. The operation is resorted to, and the child in all probability dies
with bronchitis and pulmonary odema. - When accompanying· the croup, too, a wide-

spread brouchitis is observable, the dyspnoa may be more dependent upon the latter

than upon the obstruction of the larynx. Pulmonary odema is probably already
present, and death will take place within twenty-four hours after the operation. The

difficulty in the performance of auscultation and percussion in these cases is sometimes

immense, and may amount to an impossibility. In such instances we can only fall

back on the history, and remerber that cases of croup in which the disease bas become

developed with rapidity and violence are more favourable for the operation than those

in which it ias for some days been.preceded by catarrh. In the latter casos the opera-

tion should be declined. Again, the prognosis bas always been, within the autbor's

experience, of a favourable character when the depressions below the larynx and at the

epigastrium become very marked during inspiration. The exaggerated actions of the

inspiratory muscles, especially the accessories, augment such depressions much when

the lungs are entirely free, and the obstacle is only placed in the larynx; but the smaller

amount of such depression is quite remarkable when there is co-existing pneumonia
extensive br'onchitis,( ori'ulrnonary cedema. Inisucs cases 3the probabilities f: succes

are io sml o wrrant our n'ertapin n eperation. Lastlyi the constitutiân should

influence our prognosis. [t is dècdedly more favourable-in tb ilong-necked cbildren,
than'in those of an oçpositeconformation. Jin deteriniaingvether we shall operate in
a giveh case, webav ó to ascertain-whether-the after-treatmet, as regards watchfulnes
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skillful nursing, &c., can be secured-matters whicli, however easily provided for in a
large town, and in a hospital, may not be attainable in a country district; and yet upon
them the result may entirely depend.

2. As to the operation itself, the reporter enters into the details and the difficulties of
its performance, which we need not repeat. fie says he always resorts to chloroform,
which renders the operation far more easy of performance ; and he has never, even in
extreme dyspnœea, found any ill effect to result from its employment. At first the
dyspnoa is increased by the inhalation, but the narcosis is speedily established, and
then the breathing becomes much calmer than before.-Brit. and For. Ned. Chir.-Rev.,
July, 1860, from Deutsche Klinik, 1859.

POPLITEAL ANEURISM SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY PRESSURE APPLIED
IN A NOVEL MANNER.

DR. T. CLARKSoN MOFFAT relates (./lmerican Med. Times, 14th July, 1860) the follow-
ing in'teresting case of this.

" On the 22nd of March there came to the Seaman's Retreat a coloured man-a sailor
by profession, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 51 years. He lad arrived from Calcutta
in the previous month, and came to the hospital for a cure of rheumatism, with which
he had been considerably afflicted for about eiglit montls, He complained chiefly
of the right knee-joint, which, he said, was very mucih swollen, especially behind,
and for which lie lad been using a variety of remedies, both internally and locally.
He had followed the sea for a great many years, and had been addicted to most
of the vices which are common among men of lis class. His complexion vas that
of a dark mulatto. He was about live feet ten inches in height, thick set, broad
shouldered, and weighed about 180 pounds. The affection of the knee-joint vas
of about six months' standing-beginning first as a small tumour between the ham-
strings, and gradually increasing without occasioning mach inconvenience except
stiffness. H1e attributed the difficulty to a wrench in lifting, at which time he exper-
ienced a sensation as of sometbing giving way. He was found, on careful examination,
to have a pulsating tumour in the right popliteal space, of the size of a largc orange.
On consulting with Dr. Isaacs, of Brooklyn, it was decided net te ligate the femoral
on account of suspected atheromatous discase, but to try flrst the effect of compres-
sion as devised and successfully practised by Dr. Fountain. In a few minutes, with
the aid of a carpenter, we erected a structure consisting of a stick of timber about four
inches in thickness by eight in width-one end of which was secured te the top of an
uprightpost of the same dimension. This post was fastened firmly to the door, and lashed
to the iron crossbar at the bead of the bed. It was about six feet in beight and bevelled at
the top te receive the stick first named ; these were firmly nailed together. The large
piece of timber about twelve feet in length rested at the lower end upon a strong
table, placed at the foot of the bed, thus forming an inclined plane over the bedstead
placed lengthwise underneath it. .The patient was then placed upon the bed in the
supine position with bis leg slightly flexed-somewhat cverted-wrapped in thick
layers of cotton, and placed in a long fracture box ; a compress made of adhesive
plaster wound tightly into a roll, about an inch in length and three-eighths of an inch
in diameter, was then placed upon the femoral at the inferior angle of Scarpa's
space. Upon this rested the lower end of a perpendicular piece of wood about an inch
square, the upper end of which was bevelled to meet the inclined plane before des-
cribed.

"The pressure was conmenced at eight in the morning. The degree of pressure
was regulated by drawing the upper end of the perpendicular down the inclined plane
te a greater or less extent, as might be required. The hand of the operator was kept
upon the stick, and thus secured an equable pressure, even thougli the patient moved his
limb, as le sometimes did a very little. A second compress and upright were placed
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over the artery as it crosses the horizontal ramus of the pubes, and when the pain
from pressure in one was too great to be borne comfortably, the other was used, and thus
alternately compression was kept up uîntil five in the evening, wlen pulsation could be no
longer felt in the tuinour.

"The patient complained but little for the first two hours. Three doses of opium
were given, which gave him so much case that lie slept somewhat before the operation
was completed. Moderate compression was kept up for eight hours longer, after which
the patient was kept for several days quietly upon his bed. The tumour at first
very liard and slightly tender, gradually diminished in size; his leg and foot in which
he had experienced beiumbing and prickling sensations, gradually regained their nattral
feeling, and on the 20th of April following he left the Institution perfectly free from any
trouble of thejoint-with only a small walnut sized tumour in the popliteal space. We
have had no tidiugs of him since.

" The great simplicity of this plan of compression, which is always available, must be-

palpable to every one. That it is far casier for the patient and unspeakbly more so for the
operator, cannot be questioned. It would also seem reasonable to infer, that the com-
pression itself, made at about one point, is more uniform and certain than has yet been
secuired by any other method."

MEDICINE.

DiSINFECTING POWERS OF HEAT.

The committee had endeavoured, by means of written inquiries, to obtain the best
information on the following points:-. As to what was already considered to be
known and determined in relation to this question; 2. As to the extent to wiiich a
belief in the truth of the affirmative proposition had been entertained and acted on;
and 3. What lad been the practical conclusions arrived at in those cases in which the
principle had been admitted into practical application ?

The late Dr. Henry, of Manchester, at the solicitation of a merchant of that town,
made a series of experiments with the view of devising somu certain and effectual
method of disinfecting cotton of the contagion cf plague, without impairing the tena-
city of the fiber or rendering it in any way un'it for the purposes of manufacture.

That heat might possess disinfectant power, suggested itself to Dr. Henry from re-
flecting on the observations of Dr. Russel, and other writers on the plague, that this
disease appears to lose its contagious property duiring the prevalence of very high degrees
of atmospherical temperature. Chemical reasoning also appeared to strengthen the
probability, that a temperature raised to no great extent, would suffice for the decom-
position of infections matter, as being products of organie life, and consequently of a
complex nature, and owing their existence to affinities which are nicely balanced and
easily disturbed, and ready under the influence of heat, to have their atomic arrange-
ments modilied, andtheir.character and properties disturbed.

Dr. Henry ascertained ; first, that the cotton, silk, and wool may be exposed for several
hours to any temperature under 2120 Fahr., without being in the slightest degree dam-
aged; secondly, that vaccine lynph does not lose its characteristic properties by exposure
to a temperature below 1200 Fahr., but that it is rendered totally inert by exposure to
a temperature of 1400 Falir.; and, thirdly, that four children, between the ages of six
and thirteen years, who were well ascertained not to have had scarlet fever, wore with
impunity jackets worn during the heiglht of theeruption by scarlet foyer patients, and
afterwards corked up iu bottles,.and exposedto a dry heat, varyiug:from2000 to 2000,
for a period varying, from two to four hours. Dr. Henry -likewise, tried: some, ex-

periments on bis own person, with the infection of typhus.foyer, fcannelwaistcoats being

similarly employed with negative reâults i but on these he did not lay muclh stress.
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These experiments afford the chief ground, and the only scientific basis, of a belief ir
the disinfecting power of heat ; and they derive great weight from the well knowi
scientific accuracy of Dr. Henry as an observer and experimenter, and the philosophie
caution by which he was distinguished.

After seeking and obtaining information fron various sources, the Committee arrived
at the following inferences and conclusions

1. The experiments of Dr. Henry, although, insufficient for the purpose of scientific
demonstration, afford strong presumptive evidence that heat, near the boiling tempera-
turc, does possess the property of destroying infection claimed for it by the discoverer.

2. Although no carefally conducted experiments on this subject appear to have
been instituted since those of Dr. lenry, yet, so far as the inquiry lias extended, where-
ever the principle bas been acted on, the result lias been satisfactory. The argu-
ment being in its nature cumulative, this theme gained additional force, since first
propounded, though, from lack of observation, it has not made that progress which the
friends of science and humanity miglit hope for.

.3. Nothing has been added to the literature of the subject since the very able orig-
inal papers were published; and the professional mind bas shown too great indifference,
and has not realized the great sanitary importance of the discovery.

4. The creditof the profession is involved, and it is incumbent on its members, who
alone possess the means and opportunities of accumulating evidence, net te allow this
question to continue in its present unsatisfactory condition, but to take neasures for lis
practical solution.

5. The required proof and public confidence in its sufflciency, can only be attained
by a widely extended trial of the power of heat as a disinfectant, under the reconmen-
dation and observation of the members of the medical profession.

6. It would tend greatly to insure the accomplishment of this object, if the Epidemi-
ological Society could be induced to take up the iaquiry and recommend it to the con-
sideration of its members. It would be for this-the York Medical-Society to consider
whether it might not bc desirable to report their proceedings to the President of that
Society.

7. Measures should be taken te induce the members of the profession generally te
give their attention to the subject, in order to insure a numerous and widely extended
series of observations, conducted under the supervision of medical men, which may be
made available as evidence.

8. As nothing would bc se likely te facilitate every other measure which it might be

considered desirable te adopt for the furtherance of this inquiry as the being able to re-

commend to the profession and the public some simple and expensive apparatus, it would
therefore be desirable, as a first step, to appoint a committee to consider the best con-

struction of an apparatus for conducting the process of disinfection by heat-British
.fed. Journal, April 7, 1860.

RAW MEAT IN CHRONIC DYSENTERY.

By J. D. WILLIs, M.D., Royalston, Mass.

The patient was a child eighteen months of age. He was one year old when first

attacked with dysentery. He was eleven months old when weaned ; immediately after

lie began te decline. I was first called to sec him September 17th, 1850. I found him

very much emaciated, and unable to help himself much, with skin se shrivelled that he

appeared like a little old man. His abdomen was protuberant, and pr.esented all the
symptoms of tabes mesenterica, which appeared to follow as the sequel to muco-enteri-
tis. His appetite was capricious ; and what little he did eat, was either undigested in
its passage or vomited. There was diarrhba, vith frequent discharges of pus and blood,
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attended with feverislhness and atrophy. lard and irregular lumps -were perceptible in
the abdomen. Variois remedies, which are usually recomneided in like cases, were
tried, but with very little benefit. As a last resort, I ordered him to have the pulp of
raw beef, as suggested by Dr. Weisse. Hfe took one tea-spoonful of the pulp once in
four hours. It sat well on the stomach ; the patient soon began to improve in strength
and flesi. The dejections diminislhed in nunber, and became more healthy. This was
the only treatment, vith the exception of Dover's powders and MJcMun's elixir of opium.
For some time the stomach would not beur any other diet; but the last tiue I saw' him,
Jan. 24th, 1860, lie was able to eat the sane food as did the famnily. le lias become
very fond of the raw beef, and weighs many pounds more than when I first called to see
him. le acts lively and appears quite healthy. After the stoniach becamae able to bear
it, I gave cod liver oil, and the syrup of phosphates twice a day.--Boston lled. and Surg.
Journal.

AN EXTRAORDINARY CASE OF ASCITES.

By SAMUEL M. KiNm, M. D., of Monongahela City, Pa.

Last November I reported (vol iii. p. 178) a case of ascites, that of Mrs. Adams,
whicli is renarkable for the large amount of seruîm effused, and the number of times the
operation of paracentesis abdominis was performed. A continuation of the report nay
be of interest to the reader. ,

From February 1st, 1854, te October 18th, 1859, she lad been tapped over fifty times,
and the amouint of fluid discharged was 628 gallons, 2 quarts, 11 pînts. From that
timne the record runs as follows

Gallons. Quarts. Pints.

Previously reported......................................628 2 l
Nov. 22nd, 1859, drew off................................. 12 2 1
Dec. 20th, il . ................................... 13 - -

Jan'y 17th, 1860, Li ........................... .......
Feb. 15th, " " ................................... 13 I
March 17th, . " .................................... 12 2
April 15lith, " "................................. ....- Il
May l6th, " " .................................. 13 2
June 14thl, i ................................... 13 2 -

July lth, l " ................................... 12 3 1
Aug. 7thc, " "..............14 1 -
Sept. 8th, IL ................................... 13 - 1

Amounting in ail, up te this tirne, te ....................... 174 O

.Mrs. Adanis continues to enjoy tolerably good health for oee lier situation. In
sone, respects she has irnproved since the Iast- report.: a cougli tliat atnoyed lier very
much for years, lias ceased entirely for sorne menths. -Àlcd. and Surg. Reporter.

ON GLYCOSURIA AS AN ACCOMPANIMENT 0F MARS11 FEVERS.

Dly Da. BURDEL, Physician te the Vierzon Hlospital.

Dr. Burdel regards marsh poison as amyth, and. looks upon marsh fever a s a result
of a perturbation, cf the,,cerebro-spinal centre and the syMpatheticýsyàtern, adopting very,
ncarly the sainephraseas the one by wich, Bernard definesg gycosuria.ý The author of
the prescrit paper, in hisresearches into the nature cf marsh foyer,, bas couflrrnied 'the
above vie'i cf its eharacter by ascertainiug ia the majority cf cases the presence of

11 1

sugar la the urine..
.Dr. Burdel ernployed, the test with liquor potassoce Felling's liquids, tue test with bis-
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muth and potash or carbonate of soda, and the yeast test. It was especially in the first
commencement of the attack that the quantity of sugar was considerable: it diminished
gradually towards the termination of the paroxysm, and generally disappeared entirely
during the interval. The closer the attacks approach one an other, the larger the
amount of sugar.

In 80 cases of well-marked intermittent fever the author uniformly found sugar, in
30 other cases, in which the fever was at first intermittent and subsequently became
remittent, the sugar was present, but only in small quantity and for a briefspace. In 2
cases of intermittent fever following typhoid fever, a considerable quantity of sugar was
shown to be present.

In the case presenting the largest quantity of sugar, as much as 10 per 1000 was
found.--DUnion Médicale.

ON URAMIA.

By PRoFESSoR JAKScH.

The author of this paper holds that there are two varieties of uromia which should
be carefully distinguished ; one being caused by the decomposition of urine and absorp-
tion of carbonate of ammonia into the blood (ammonomia), the other being the variety
which accompanies Bright's disease of the kidneys. He bas seen the former occur under
the following circumstances : 1. In torpor and paralysis of the bladder; 2. In dilata-
tion of the pelvis and calices of the kidney in consequence of the ureters being blocked
up; and 3. In renal abscess, renal tuberculosis, and sacculated kidneys.

The following are the main differences cbaracterizing the two forms of uroemia; we
shall, to save circumlocution, use the word ammonomia as the name of the one, and
Bright's uroemia as the name of the other:-

1. In advanced ammonomia the urine discharged from the bladdermanifests a strong
ammoniacal odour, which Professor Jaksch has never noticed in any stage of Bright's
uræmia. 2. Dropsical symptoms, either acute and febrile, or chronie and febrile, have
not been observed in ammonomia. 3. Advanced ammomzemia is characterised by per-
sistent dryness of the mucons membrane covering the mouth and fauces, as if every
particle of moisture had been removed by blotting paper ; the membrane looks dry and
shining, and the dryness even extends to the mucous membrane of the nose, the con.
junctiva, and even to the chordoe vocales ; these symptoms do not occur in Bright's
uramia. 4. The. distinctly ammoniacal odour of the air exhaled, and of the cutaneous
secretions of patients affected with ammonoemia, does not occur in Bright's disease.
5. Patients suffering from ammonoemia always show a marked dislike to meat,
and especially brown meats, even if their affection bas not advanced very far; a feature
rarely seen in the other variety. 6. Professor Jaksch bas never observed in Bright's
disease the violent intermittent rigours, simulating intermittent fever, which occur in
ammonSmia. 7. In none of the cases of ammonomia were convulsive or epileptiform
attacks, nor croupy or diptheritic exudations noticed. 8. Disturbed vision, as pro-
duced in Bright's disease by exudation on the retina, does not appear to take place in
ammonoemia. 9. Chronic ammonoemia is characterized by a uniformly pale and sallow
complexion, and by gradually increasing emaciation ; very acute and advanced ammo-
nomia is associated with very rapid wasting of the features, and muscular debility
amounting to paralysis. 10. In all cases of ammonomia which run a rapid course
there was vomiting, with concurrent or consequent diarrhœa; in chronic ammonomia
both phenomena were often entirely absent, or only occurred temporarily. 11. In am-
monoemia, whether acute or chronic, Professor Jaksch bas always seen death occur
after sopor, varying in duration from several hours to several days.

The author of this valuable and interesting paper, gives numerous cases illustrative of
bis views, and enters veryfully into the varions questions connected with diagnosis and
treatment, for which we are unable to make room:-Mcdico Chiurgieal Review.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STATISTICS OF RE-VACCINATION.

By Dr. MOnIZ GAEsTn.

The author gives the results of 561 cases of re-vaccination performed during the years
1858 and 1859, upon individuals varying in age from three to thirty years. The follow-
ing are in the main the conclusions drawn from the analysis

1. More than one half of the re-vaccinations produced some effect. 2. The resultwas
perfect in but little more than one-seventh of the entire number. 3. Of all the persons
re-vaccinated nearly four-fifths exhibited the scars of previous vaccination; the 21,4
per cent, which showed no marks, were not limited to any particular age. The
largest number of cases in which the marks were absent occurred in the decennium
from twenty to thirty years. 4. When the scars were well marked, re-vaccination failed
altogether in rather more than half the cases; it was entirely successful only in one-
twentieth. 5. When the scars were imperfect, re-vaccination was successful ia one-
tenth of the casos. 6. When the scars were altogether absent, re-vaccination produced
an effect in two-thirds of the cases; the perfectly successful cases being considerably
more numerous than the unsuccessful ones. 7. The ratio of success in these three
classes of cases was as 1: 2: 7. 8. The following periods are arranged in the order of
successes characterising each, commencing with the most successful.

3 and 4 years of age.
25 to 29 "

15 to 19
5 to 9

10 to 14
20 to 24 "

From which table it appears to follow that the protective power of vaccine does not
extend only to the fourteenth year, but-also to a much higher age.-Med. and Sur. Rev.

ON THE THERAPEUTICAL USE OF TUE OXALATE OF CERIUM.

By CHAULEs LEE, M. D., House Physician to Blockley Hospital.

About a year since, Prof. Simpson, of Edinburgh, first called attention to the medical
use of this preparation, theretofore rarely known, even in the chemist's laboratory.
Presented under such higi authority, it is not surprising that in a few months there
should be made, both in Europe and America, numerous trials of its efficacy in different
gastric affections. It was used by Prof. Simpson, so far as I can learn, only in the
vomiting of pregnancy. (Med. Times and Gazette, Sept. 1859.) But more recently it
has proved useful in so much wider a fieldi that it promises to assume a permanent place
among the minerai tonics, and, as such, some accouat of its therapeutic application
may not prove uninteresting.

As regards the preparation itself, but few words are necessary. Its base, Cerium,
was first isolated by Berzelius and Heisinger, in 1809 ; together with lanthanium and
didymium, it is obtained in considerable amount, as the minerai Cerite, from the mines
of Sweden ; and in this country it bas been found, in the minerai allanite, in the interior
of New York, and near-Bethlehen, Pa.

Froi either of the sources, it may be obtained by means of the- mineral acids and
sulphuretted hydrogen at a high temperature, and finally precipitated by a solution of
oxalic acid, as described in an interesting paper by Mr. Mayer, of New York. (.4m.
Jour. of Pharm., January, 1860.)

As thus obtained, thepreparation is a white 'anular'powder, an oalte of the, pro-
toxide'of ceriurm, inodorous and tasteless, insoluble in water, alcohol, and éther, but
freely èoluble in suph'uric acid, by which, as Mr Mayer r-emarks, it may be distinguished
from the other salts of the earths.
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When I first began to use the cerium, I limited it to cases of advanced pregnancy,
which had resisted all the ordinary remedies, such as creasote, hydrocyanic acid, ice,
bismuth, &c. I specify advanced pregnancy, for in no case have I seen this troublesome
symptom appear before the fourth month without yielding to creasote, or prussie acid
or better still, minute doses of dilute sulphuric acid and brandy. The following cases
will illustrate these remarks.

• CAss 1. Louisa M., Mt. 32, was admitted to the obstetrical ward, 16th March, 1860,
in the eighth month of her second pregnancy, For three months past, she bas had at
least two or three spells of vomiting every day, with utter distaste for food, and for
some time has being under treatment in the city, without relief. When I first saw ber,
on April 3d, she was ordered to remain in bed, and to take one drop of creasote in emul-
sion every three bours ; no improvement foll»wing In the next two days, this was
changed for hydrocyanic acid, and subsequently for a mixture of dilute sulphuric acid
and curaçoa.

After the lapse of a week, ber condition was unchanged, with the exception of in-
creased debility. Al previous treatment was stopped, and a pill of two grains of oxalate
of cerium was given every third bour. On that day she vomited once, two· hours after
taking the first pill; the following day she took the same amount before each menl,
with no return of the vomiting. The cerium was continued one day more, and from
this time until ber confinement, April 22d, she enjoyed excellent hcalth in every respect.

CAsE 2. Hannah S., Mt. 21, primipara, was admitted to the same ward, April 5th,
qpparently in good health. But in the course of a week, perhaps fron restriction to the
plain bouse diet, she was seized, on rising from bed, with severe vomiting, amounting,
in a few days, to violent retching, and returning at frequent intervals, on ber making
the slightest exertion. For three days she was treated with opium, creasote, and sub-
nitrate of bismuth, and kept perfectly at rest ; but as no change was perceptible by the
19tb, I resorted to the oxalate of cerium, giving every second hour a powder containing
one grain of the cerium with a few grains of sugar. After the third dose lier vomiting
ceased entirely ; but fearing a relapse, a similar powder was given before each meal for
two days longer, with as complete success as in the former case.

CAsE 3. Charlotte L., St. 28, was admitted May 16th, in a state of extreme nervous
prostration. She expected to be confined in six weeks, but during the last four months
she had suffered from such incessant vomiting, as to keep her in daily dread of an abor-
tion. In ber former pregnancies the same thing had occurred, once to such an extent
as to induce labour at the seventh month ; and then, as now, the vomiting would begin
without any assignable cause, both during the day and night. For many weeks, she
had eaten only one meal a day, and was disgusted by the mere sight of food, which was
sure to bring on ber vomiting. ler great nervous debility, and the apparently uncon-
trollable character of ber emesis, induced me to prescribe the oxalate of cerium at once.
She took at first two grains, and afterwards one grain every two hours during the day;
but the first dose alone seemed necessary, for from that moment the vomiting never
returned. The patient said it acted "like a charm," and until the child was born (at
full term),. ber appetite remained excellent, and she felt quite as well as before ber preg-
nancy.

CAsE 4. In this case, though similar to the foregoing, the cerium was less happy in
producing a permanent effect. When administered, it readily arrested the vomiting for
a few hours,-or during that day; and, by keeping the patient under its influence, to a
slight extent, the emesis was held in check, until it gradually passed off entirely.

But,.as I bave remarked, tbe efficiency of oxalate of cerium appears by no means con-
fined to the relief of vomiting in pregnant women. In the vomiting that often accom-
panies phthisis, in pyrosis, hysterical emesis, and the various dyspeptic conditions of
the stomacb, especially in atonic dyspepsia, I have found the effects of this remedy no
less encouraging. In tlie following.cases it was given to check the vomiting of
phthisis.
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OASS 5. 0. F., et. 58, was admitted to the phthisis ward about the end of March
1860. Ie gained slowly ln strength up to the middle of June, when he lost bis appetite
and suffered froi constant nausea and vomiting. This was always brought on by a
severe spell of coughing, or by eating a single cracker, and the nausea remained.even
when the stomach was empty. Various remedies had been tried without relief, and on

July 10th, he took, for the first time, one grain of ceriuma before each meal; he vonited
once that evening, and once the following day, but henceforward improved rapidly, in

great measure regaining his appetite; and althougli the vomiting sometimes returned
when the cerium was stopped, a few grains of the medicine always promptly arrested it.
. CAsS 6. James S., St. 31, far advanced in phthisis, with slight valvular disease, had
the vomiting well marked, when admitted,"July l6th. le was extremnely feeble, and
could eat nothing; ordered Iuîxhiam's tincture and codliver oil, which only sickened
him more.. He was treated then. with ceriun, in doses of one grain every two bours ;
bis vomiting ceased after the third dose, and during the ensuing four days that b was
under treatment, bis appetite was nearly restored; but no final report could bu made of
this case, as the patient was soon after removed fron the hospital by bis family.

OAss 7. Conrad G., æt. 20, entered the medical ward, with inherited phthisis, en-
feebled from night-sweats, loss of appetite, and occasionally vomiting, greatly incrcased

by violent coughing. On July 18, I ordered him a grain of oxalate of cerium an hour
before each meal ; in two days be said he felt botter than for many weeks; he no lon-
ger vomitedi bis appetite had returned, and, with bis increasing strength, the night-
sweats rapidly diminished in severity, and recurred only at long intervals.

CAsS 8 was une of hysterical amenorrhoa, characterized by violent convulsions, suc-
ceeded by gnawing pains in the stomacb, with severe nausea and vomiting. I tried in
vain to arrest this, and restore the patient's appetite by gastric sedatives, tonics, and
nerve stinulants, bût with no effect. The cerium was thon prescribed In one-grain
doses, with which-suspecting worms in the alimentary canal-I combined four grains
of santonine; this was given every third hour, and by evening the vomiting and gnaw-

ing sensations in the stomach ceased, and, though they returned once or twice after
subsequent convulsions, a few doses of the cerium invariably put a stop to the symptoms,
as long as the case remained under my charge.

Finding the cerium so excellent in repressing vomiting, T tried its effect in fourteen
cases of atonic dyspepsia, and uniformly with the saie gratifying results. These cases
were carefully selected, and only after an exact diagnosis, was the cerium treatment
adopted, for benefit could not reasonably be expected, where the dyspepsia was depend-
ent on malignant, or other organic lesions. And here it is worthy of remark that,
whether in relieving the nausea, or simply restoring the appetite, the elfect of the medi-

cine was perceptible almost as quickly as in the cases first quoted. The sane point is

emphasized in the paper of Prof. Simpson, already referred to, and it was indeed this

fact-the rapidity of its therapeutie action-thatespecially engaged my attention, and,
after repeated experiments with this view, I was inclined to regard it as peculiarly

characteristic of the cerium.,
In reference to the view of its therapeutie nature expressed by Prof. Simpson, who

considers it asedative lonic, I think it just to state that 1endeavoured to test its validity

in several cases of acute and subacute gastritis, both idiopathie and supervening on

debauch, or delirium tremens, but in noue could I detect any amelioration of the symp-

toms. I make this remark with no disposition to impugn the opinion quoted, and only

to record my experience so far as it extends; for, I bave neither the inclination nor the

data suflicient to build a theory upon the therapeutics of an agent as yet so little known
as the oxalate of cerium.--nimer. Jour. Med. Scienccs.
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STUDY ON THE SLOW POTCONING BY PREPARATIONS OF LEAD, AND OF
ITS iNFLUENCE 01 THE PRODUCT OF CONCEPTION.

M. Constantin Paul, an interne of the Paris Hospitals, bas drawn up a valuable
memoir on the effects of lead-poisonv.g npon the product of conception. We will
relate one cf bis observations as -an exat:ple, and present a summary of bis researches.
In February, 1859, a woman entered the Necker Hospital, who had been for eight-years
working as a polisher of printing type. She was suffering from metrorrhagia, and had
an evident saturnine cachexia. She bad enjoyed good healtb, and had been delivered
of three children, happily before taking the occupation of polisher. Sînce then lier
health has been much shattered by lead-disiýases. Three months after entering upon
this trade she had the first attack of colic, and four years later another. At this time
she became pregnant, and bore a dead child. Three years later still, sbe bore a child
which died at the age of five months. She bad eight pregnancies all terminating in
abortion at two or three months, attended by excessive metrorrhagia. She recovered-
in M. Bouley's wards under tonic and restorative treatment.

This case led M. Paul to extended inquiries in the type-foundries and elsewhere. He
found that those women almost -alone who bandle the type are affected by saturnine
diseases. In a first series of observations, be found that 4 women had had 15 ascer-
tained pregnancies-of these, 10 ended in abortion, 2 in premature labour, 1 in still-
birth, and one child died within twenty-four hours.

In a second series of cases, 5 women had borne an aggregate of 9 children at term
before exposing themselves to lead, and had had no abortion or other accident of preg-
nancy. Since exposure to lead they had 36 pregnancies; of these, 26 ended in abortion
at from two to 6 months; 1 in premature labour; 2 in still-birth; 6 children died, 4 of
which within the first year; and 2 children were living, 1 being puny and ailing, the
other only three years old.

In a third order, a woman had, during ber employment in a type-foundry, five preg-
nancies, all ending inabortion. She quitted the business and bore a healthy child.

In a fourth order, is the case of a woman who, having left the trade for two periods,
bore during these intervals of freedom two healthy children ; returning to the trade had
two abortions.

In a fifth series, M. Paul shows ûiat the saine disastrous influence is felt when the
fathers bandle lead. In 7 cases, every woman had an ·abortion; of 32 pregnancies
occurring during the husbands'-exposure to lead, 12 children were born prematurely.
Of 20 living children, 8 died in the first year, 4 in the second, 5 in the third, 1 after the
third year, 2 remained living.

In a sixth series the author shows that where the lead affection was less marked
there was a corresponding diminution of the injurious effect,upon the product of -con-
ception.

M. Paul bas not neglected to check these results by comparing them with the history
of the general population. The general official vital statisties are not in our opinion
entitled to unreserved confidence as an element in a scientific pathological enquiry; but
there can be little hesitation in admitting thatýpregnancy, under ordinary circumstances,
is much less frequently abortive than M. Paul bas so clearly ascertained itto be amongst
the population working in lead.-Brit. and For. Med. Chir-Rev., July, 1860, from·archives Gén. de Méd., May, 1860.

ON THE TIIERAPEUTICAL METHODS OF PREVENTING PITTING OF ,THE
FACE IN CONFLUENT SMALL-POX.

During the last five years Dr. Stokes bas employed gutta percha and collodion in a
considerable number of the cases of conflnent small-pox, for the purpose of preventing
pitting of the face. In most of the cases the crust came off in large flakés or patches,
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composed of the dried exudations and the covering material, leaving the skin'uninjured.
This kind of treatment was most successful in cases of a typhoid character, but appeared
to be not so well adapted to those presenting a more sthenic type. Dr. Stokes con-
siders that the application of poultices over the face is the surest method of preventing.
disfigurement in small-pox. Their use should be commenced at the earliest period, and
continued to an advanced stage of the disease. In most cases they may be applied even
over the nose, so as to cover the nostrils. The plan should fulfil three important indi-
cations of treatment--ramely, to exclude air, to moderate the local irritation, and, to
keep the parts in a permanently moist state,,so as to prevent the drying aad.hardening
of the scabs. The best poultice is formed of linseed meal, which should be spread on. a
soft material, such as French wadding, and covered.with gutta percha, paper of oiled
silk.. The conclusions to which Dr. Stokes arrives are the, following: 1. That the
chances of marking are much greater-in the sthenic or inflammatory than in the asthenie
or typhoid confluent small·pox.. 2. That, considering: the change in the character of
disease observed during late years,, we may explain the greater frequency of mark-
ing in former times., 3; That in the.typhoid, forms of the disease the treatment of the
surface by an artificial covering, such as gutta percha or glycerine, will often prove
satisfactory.. 4. That in more active or, non-typhoid forms the use of constant poultic-
ing, and'of every other method which will lessen local inflammation, seems to be the
best mode of preventing disfiguremeuf of· the face.-Dub. Quar. Journ. Mfed. Sci., Feb.
1860.

PATIIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF CHLOROANoMIA.

Dr. Eisenmann, from an extensive observation of this affection, concludes that it is
especially developed under the influence of constitutions which predispose to ner-
vous affections. It is especially met with at a time of life when all kinds of neuroses
are very prevalent, its appearance being ushered in by nervous phenomena, at a period
when as yet the blood bas not undergone the slightest change. Snch change may even
be absent when the disease has rcached its full development, nervous symptoms being
observable, however, during its entire course. It is curàble by agents which exert a
special action on the spinal marrow ; and whenleft to itself, it qften gives rise to ehronic
or even fatal,.spinal affections. All these considerations lead' the author te the final
conclusion that chlorosis is a primary nervous affection, the change in the blood being
a secondary phenomenon due to morbid innervation. Guided by these views he treated
several cases of the complaint by means of tinctnre of St. Ignatius' bean, with great
success. Wishing, bowever, to effect a more prompt recovery than ' that which takes
place when the bean alone is given, lie associated it with ferruginous preparations,
adding also rhubarb, on account of the constipation which is usually present. The
following is the formula he employs: Powder of St. Ignatius's bean, 1 gr.; lactate of
iron, or iron filings, iij. gr.; rhubarb, iii. gr. to iv.; and oleo saccharate of peppermint,
iv. gr. This is repeated.twice a day. When the stomach is irritable, the iron is left
out. This compound cures far more rapidly and effectually than do mere preparations
of iron.--Med. Tims and Gaz., July 14,1860, from Bull. de Thérap., t. Ivii.

THE MYRZINA AFRICANA IN TAPE-WORM.

Dr. Jý G. Adams presented to the New York Academy of Medicine, a specimen ofthe
seed of *,the Myrzina Africana sent by Dr.;Bore cf the Union Disp'nsa.y, Alexandria.
Thesarticle isiused very extensivèly by the natives, of UpperEgypt for the 'extermi-
nation of: tape-worm.- Tihe, seed is- finely powdered, and from 3 iv. te j. given for a
dose, mixed. in a litle.wter. 'TÎis is" aker' early in the morning before' the usual
timn& foer caenating, the bowels. Inthe course of an heu after,' lrge d as-
torli is, dininistered;
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE ARSENIC-EATERS OF STYRIA:

By CHARLES HEiscH, Lecturer on Chemistry at the Middlesex Hospital.

At the last meeting of the Manchester Philosophical Society, I observe that Dr. Roscoe
ealled attention to the arsenic-eaters of -Styria. Having for the last two years been in
communication with the medical. men and other residents in the district where this prac-
tice prevails, I shall feel obliged if you will allow me through, your journal to make
known the facts I have at present collected. The information is derived mainly from
Dr. Lorenz,imperial Professor of Natural History, formerly of Salzburg; from Dr. Carle
Arbele, Professor of Anatomy in Salzburg ; and Dr. Kottowitz of Neuhausi besides sev-
eral non-medical friends. If human testimony be worth anything, the fact of the exist-
enc of arsenic-eaters is placed beyond doubt. Dr. Lorenz, to whom questions were
first addressed, at once stated that he was*aware of the practice, but added, that it is
generally difficult to get hold of individual cases; as the.obtaining of arsenic withoÙt
aDoctor's certificate is contrary to law, and those who do so are very anxious to con-
ceal the fact particularly from medical men .and priests. Dr. Lorenz was, however
well acquainted with one gentleman, an arsenic-eater, with whom he kindly put me in
communication, and to whom I shall refer again more particularly. He also says that
he knows arsenic is commonly taken by the peasants in Styria, the Tyrol and the Slaz-
kAmmergut, principally by huntsmen and wood cutters to improve their wind .and pre-
vent fatigue. He gives the following particulars

The arsenic is taken pure, in some warm liquid, as coffee, fasting, beginning with a bit
the size of a pin's head, and increasing to that of a pea. The complexion and general
appearance are much improved, and the parties using it seldom Iook se old as they
really are; but he bas never heard of any case in 'which it was used to improve per-
sonal beauty, though he cannot say that it never is so used. The first dose is always fol-
lowed by symptoms of poisoning, such as burning pain in the stomach, and sickness,
but not very severe.

Once begun, it-can only be left off by very gradually diminishing the daily dose, as
a sudden- cessation causes sickness; burning pains in the stomach, and other symptoms
of poisoning, very speedily followed by death.

As a rile arsenic-eaters are very long lived, and are péculiarly exempt from infections
diseases; foeers, etc.; but unless t5ey gradually give up the practice, invariably die sud-
dently at last.

in some arsenic worksnear'Slazburg, with which he is acquainted, he says the only
men who can stand the work for any time are~those who swallow daily doses of arsenic,
the fumes, etc., soon killing the.others. The director of these works, the gentleman be-
fore alluded to, sent me the' fllowing particulars of bis own'case. (Thé gentleman's
naie I suppress, as he writes that ho does not wish the only tbing known about him in
Englaüd-tô. be the fact that.he is an arseuic-eater; but if any judicial inquiry shouhd
arise which .iightí-'ender pisitive evidence of arsenic-eating necessary, his-name and
testimony -will, be forthcoming.)

"At seventeen years of age,-while studying: assaying,,I had much to do with arsenic
and was advised by my teacher, M. Bonsch, Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy at
Eilseben, to begin the habit of'arsenic-eating. I quote the precisé words'he addressed
to me ;ý if yo'wish te. continue the'study' of assaying, aid become; hereafter super-
intendent ofa'factory, more especially of an arsenic factory,-in which position there are
so few, and which is abandòned by so many, and to preserveyourself from the fumes
which injure the lungs ofmost, if net all, caid to continue 'to enjoy your: customary
health and spiïits, and to attain a tolerably, advan 1 a:ge, ,Iadvise you-nay, it is ab-
solutely ne cessary,that besides strictly abstaining from spirituous liquersyou shalllearn :
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to take arsenic; but do not forget, when you have attained the age of fifty years, gra-
dually to decreasé your dose, till from the dose to which you have become accustomed,
you return to th&t with which you began, or even-'less.'- I have made trial of my pre-
ceptor's prescriptions till now, the', forty fifth year of my age. The dose with which I
began and that which I take at present, I enclose; they are taken once a day, early
in any warm liquid, such as coffee, but not in any spirituous liquors., The ýdoses sent
were No. 1, original dose, three grains ; No. 2, present 'dose, twenty-three grains of pure
white arsenic, in coarse powder. Dr. Arbele :says this gentleman's daily dose has

'been weighed there also, and found as above. , Mr. - continues: " About an hour
after taking my first dose (I took the same quantity daily for three months), there
followed slight perspiration, -with griping pains in the bowels, and after three or four
hours a loose evacuation ; this was followed by a keen appetite, and a feeling of excite-
ment. With the exception ofthe pain the sanme symptoms follow every increase of the
dose. I subjoin as a 'caution, that it is not advisable to begin rsenic-eating before th
age of twelve, or after thirty years.": In reply to my question, if any harrn results from
either interrupting, or altogether discontinuing the practice he replies, "Evil conse-
quences only'ensue from a long-continued interruption. From circumstances I am often
obliged te leave it off for two or three days, and I feel only slight languor and loss Of
appetite, and I resume taking the arsenic in somewhat smaller doses. On two occasions,
at the earnest solicitations of my friends, I attempted entirely to leave off the arsenic.
The second time.was in January, 1855.- I was induced to try it a second time, from a
belief that my first illness might have arisen from some other cause., On the third
day of the second week after leaving off the dose, I was attacked with faintness, de-
pression of spirits, mental weakness, -and a total -loss of the- little appetite I still had;
sleep also entirely deserted me.. ý On the fourth day I had violent palpitation of the heart,
accompanied by profuse perspiration. 'Inflammation of the lungs followed, and I was
laid up for nine weeks, the same as oný the first occasion of leaving off the arsenic. Had
I not.been bled, I should most likely have died of apoplexy. As. a restorative, I re-
sumed the arsenic-eating in smaller doses, and with a, firm determination never again to
be seduced into'leaving it off except as originallydirected by-my preceptor. The results
on both occasions were precisely the same, and death would certainly have ensued had
I not resumed arseniè-eating." One of the most remarkable: points la this narrative
is, that this gentleman began with a dose which we should consider poisonous. This is
the only case of which I have been able to obtain such full particulars, but several.others
have been mentioned to me by thosj whe' knew the parties and can vouch for their
'truth, which I will briefly relate.

One gentleman, besides stating that he is well aware of the existence of the practice,
says he'is well acquainted with a$ brewer, in-Klagenfurth, who bas taken daily doses of
arsenic for many years. He is now past middle life, but astonishes every one by his
fresh, juvenile appearance; he is always exhorting other people to follow his example,
and says :' "Sea how strong andfresh I ami, and whatan advantage I have over you all !
In times of epidemic faver or cholera, what a fright you are in, while I feel sure of never
taking infection."

'Dr. Arbele writes: " Mr." Ourator Kursinger (I presume curator of some museum at
Salzburg), notwithstanding his long professional work at Iungau and Binzgau, knew only
'two arsenic-eaters-one the gentlemanwhose case has just been'related, the othera ranger
of the hunting district in Grossarl, named Traiîner;' This man was, at theadvanced
age of eighty-öne, still'a keen chamois hunter, and an active climbei of mountains he
mat his death by a falIl from a mountain height, wbile engaged in his occupation. Mr.
Kursinger says he always seemed very-heaithy, and every evening.regularly, after re-
'maining a little teoo long over his glass, he took a dose of arsenic, khich nenabed him
to get ùp the next morning perfectly sober and quite bright. Professor Fenzl, of Vienna,
was acquaintedywith this man, and made astatemant beforesome learned society con-
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cerning him, a notice, of which Mr. Kursinger saw in the Wiener Zeitung, but I have
not been able to find the statement itself. Mr. Krum, the pharmacentist here, tells me
that there is in Sturzburg a well.known arsenic-eater, Mr. Schmid, who now takes daily
twelve and sometimes fifteen grains of arsenic. He began taking arsenic from curiosity,
and appears very healthy, but always becomes sickly and falls away if lie attempts to
leave it off. The director of the arsenic factory before alluded to is also said to be very
healthy, and not to look so old as forty-five, which he really is.

As a proof liow much secrecy is observed by those who practise arsenic-eating, I may
mention that Dr. Arbele says lie inquired of four medical men, well acquainted witb the
people of the districts in question, both in the towns and country, and they could not
tell him of any individual case, but knew of the custom only by report.

Two criminal cases bave been mentioned to me, in which the known habit of arsenic-
eating was successfully pleaded in favor of the accused. The first by Dr. Kottowitz, of
Neuhaus, was that of a girl taken up in that neighborhood on a strong suspicion of having
poisoned one or more people with arsenic, and though circumstances were strongly
against lier, yet the systematic arsenic-eating in the district was pleaded so successfully
in lier favor that she was acquitted, and still lives near Neuhaus, but is believed by every
one to be guilty. The other case was mentioned by Dr. Lorenz. A woman was ac-
cused of poisoning lier liusband, but brought such clear proof that he was an arsenic-
eater, as fully to account for arsenic being found in the body. She was, of course,
acquitted.

One fact mentioned to me by some friends is well worthy of note. They say: "In
this part of the world, when a graveyard is full, it is shut up for about twelve years,
when all the graves which are not private property by purchase are dug up, the bones
collected in the charnel-house, the ground plowed over, and burying begins again. On
these occasions the bodies of arsenic-eaters are found almost unchanged, and recogni-
zable by their friends. Many people suppose that the finding of their bodies is the
origin of the story of the vampire." In the Me<iicinischer Jahrbuch des Oster: Kaiserstaate,
1822, neuest Folge, there is a report by Professor Schallgruber, of the Imperial Lyceum
at Grätz, of an investigation undertaken by order of goverument in various cases of pois-
oning by arsenic. After giving details of six post-rnortem examinations, he says: "The
reason of the frequency of these sad cases appears to me to be the familiarity with ar-
senic which exists in our country, particula.rly the higher parts. There is bardly
a district in Upper Styria where you will not find arsenic in at least one house, under
the name of hydrach. They use it for the complaints of domestic animals, to kill vermin,
and as a stomachic to excite appetite. I saw one peasant show another on the point
of a knife how much arsenic lie took daily, without which, lie said, lie could not live;
the quantity I should estimate at two grains. It is said, but this I will not answer for
that in that part of the country this poison is used in making cheese ; andin fact, sev-
eral cases of poisoning by cheese have occurred in Upper Styria, one not long since.
The above-mentioned peasant states, I believe truly, that they buy the arsenic from the

Tyrolese, who bring into the country spirits and other medicines, and so are the cause
of much mischief." This report is, I believe, mentioneci in Orfila's Toxicology, and one or
two other works, but I have not seen it quoted myself ; it is interesting, as being early

and offic.ial evidence of arsenic-eating. Since I received the above information, a gentle-
man whio was studying at this hospital, told me that, when an assistant in Lincolnshire,
he knew a man whe began taking arsenic for some skin disease, and gradually increased
the dose to five grains ,aily. He said he himself supplied him with this dose'daily for
a long time. He wrote to the medical man with whom lie was assistant, and I have
been, for a long time, promised fuill particulars of tbe case ; but beyond the fact that
he took five grains of arsenic, in the form of Fowler's solution, daily, for about six years,
and could noverbave it o .lfwit incovenience&anda return of lhisold conplaiut,
I have as yet not received'tlim. I ve dalayed pIeubihing thei fects fer some tine,
hoping to getinfmratÛion usl ether points, for wliich I h avyéwrittento my frinds
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abroad ; but as considerable delay takes 'place in all communications with them, I
have thought it better to publish at once the information I bave already received. All
the parties spoken of are people on whom the fullest reliance can be placed, and wbo
have taken much pains to ascertain the foregoing particulars. The questions which
still remain unanswered are these :

1st. Can any -official report be obtained of the trials of tbe two people mentioned
by Drs. Kottowitz and Lorenz?

2nd. Do medical men in these districts, when using arsenic medicinally, find the same
cumulative effects as we experience here ? Or is there anything in the air or mode of
living which prevents it ?

3rd. Can'any evidence be obtained as to how much of the arsenic taken is excreted ?
To show whether the body gradually becomes capable of enduring its presence, or
whether it acquires the power of throwing it off.

I have proposed to the gentleman who furnished me with the particulars of his own
case, Pither to make an estimate of the arsenic contained in his own urine and foeces du-
ring twenty-four hours, or to collect the same and forward tbem to me, that I may do so ;
but as yet have received no answer.-Pharmnaceutical Journal. Edinburgh Med. Journal.

PRESERVATION OF BODIES FOR ANATOMICAL PURPOSES.

Professor Budge bas found that bodies may be admirably preserved for a long period
of time, whether for anatomical purposes, or for courses of operative surgery, by inject-
ing into the carotid a preservative fluid composed of pyroligneous acid and sulphate of
zinc, ofeach from eight to twelve drachms to seven pounds of water. Bodies thus injected
have kept well during eight weeks of intense summer beat, witbout giving rise to- any
putrefactive smell, the muscles retaining their red color, and though a little softened;
admitting of good dissection. The injection does not prevent the subsequent injection
of colored matters; and the knives used in dissection scarcely suffer at all.

ON THE. PRESERVATION 0F LEECHES.

BYNa. GEORGE GLANFIELD.

The importance of preserving in health and vigor'this useful little animal, the leech,
bas induced me to lay before your readers a plan which I bave pursued for some years
with unequivocal success.

There are many, who I presume, are not possessed of either an aquarium or
lVayson's Domestic Marsb," for the purpose of keeping leeches, and to tbem I beg to
recommend the following method.

I p.] ce the leeches in an eartbenware vessel, half filling it with- river, or where that
cannot be had, rainwater; into this I place a handful of well wtshed tow ; I renewthe
water about twice or three times in a week in summer, and once in ¯winter, each time
washing the sides of the vessel, and taking the tow out, well wasbing it under the
water-tap, in- order to rid it of the epidermis which the leech appears to throw off every
few, days,, renewing the tow occasionally; and by this very simple means I car
keep leaches in healtb, far better than by any other plan I have ever adopted-and .
have tried many-my deaths not averaging more than half a dozen in somany montts,
where they used to be that number sometimes in a day during summer.

I can endorse the recommendation of Dr Frodshame with reference to placinghe

leecies in cami hor mixture afterhaving been used,:a planwbich I sawyears 'ago
pursued, and for bospitals and dispensaries it would provera great saving'.Pharma-
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MONTREAL, DECEMBER, 1860.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF VOLUME II.

This number concludes our first volume, and it remains for our subscribers to
say, to what extent our promises, at the commencement of it, have been fulfilled.
If thire ias existed a dearth of original communications, we can safely say
that the fault does not lie at our door. We have invited them by
all the means in our power, and for the sake of the profession generally, we
must say that we regret that there has existed such little disposition, on the part of
Medical men gencrally, to impart to their neighbours, fellow-workers in the same
field, the results of their experience. We hope better things for the future.
In the ensuing volume we propose to devote a portion of a page to an an-
nouncement of the Births, Marriages, and Deaths among the members of the
Profession and their families, for which purpose we would esteem it a favor to
be put in possession of a newspaper containing any such announcements. We
propose also to devote space, commensurate with their importance, to reports of
cases occurring at the Montreal General Hospital, and the other Hospitals in
town if we can get access to them. By the kind co-operation of a gentleman
fully qualified to make the reports, interesting we are assured of those of the
Montreal General Hospital; and either the January or the February number
will contain a list of the Licentiates of the Medical Board of Canada West since
the year 1850. This as yet las been from want of time, only partially prepared.
Our object is to make the Journal useful to every individual member of the Pro-
fession in these British American Provinces, and by rendering it to its fullest
extent a home production to attach to it every professional inan.

But as the Journal will be regarded as the exponent of professional progress
in British America, attention will naturally be directed to the original papers
which each number may contain, and it is by them that the truest evidence of
progress and advancement can be furnished. WTe feel that, during the year now
closed, we have not reeived that general support in this department which, from
past experience, we thought we had a right to presume upon. Butiwe doihope
that a icregenral.interestinthe original department will in the futurebe felt
bj the professiongenerally and that it -will prove itself a more faithfulreflex;of
what we knév is the case, its steady advance in scientific progress.



SMALL-POX IN PHILADELPHIA.

DIPETHERIA.

A disease affecting the fauces appears to have been prevalent for some months
past in the Townships of Medonte, Orillia, and a few other places in Canada
West. In the Northern Advance, a paper published at Barrie, C.W., there
appeared a letter from Dr. Ardagh, about ten weeks ago, on this subject, which
would have better seen the light in the pages of this Journal. His object would
not have been served. as well, in all probability, thereby, that of giving general as
well as local diffusion to his peculiar treatment, wlic:h is detailed at length, and in
which we perceive nothing novel. More lately in the same paper, of Nov. 28,
an editorial announcement appears that a species of sore throat is raging epide-
mically, and described by the Huron Siqal as " alarming," in that section. It
says, "within three we4ks, in a neighbourhood of two square miles, there
have been twelve deaths, ànd near twice that number severely ill." The Editor
fàrther says, that "it is characterized by a stifling in the breast, accompanied by
laborious breathing. The tonsils and other parts of the throat become violently
inflamed, producing suppuration, which generates in such quantities that it
would seem as if the patient were literally choked to death." Sueh syniptoms
resemble, to our niind, those of Tonsillitis; and on reading Dr. Ardagh's letter
alluded to, which seenms to have been intended to convey the idea, that the treat-
ment which he adopts was peculiarly successful, we can perecive nothing
like the genuine symptoms of the epidemie, if such there was. We have
heard of cases of diphtheria in Quebec and in this city, some having occurred
it is alleged, upwards of twelve months ago; but we have seen nothing, nor have

we heard of anything, tending to prove that diphtheria, as it bas been witnessed

in France and in some places in England, has appeared anywhere in our midst.

In all the places in which diphtheria has as yet appeared, it has prevailed epidemic-
ally. We are not aware that it has appeared anywhere sporad-ically; and we
are therefore inclined to doubt the existence of the disease in any part of Canada'
as yet, or at least until its peculiarities as described by Bietonneau, &c., are
demonstrated.

SMALL-POX IN'PHILADELPHIA.

The Phtiladelphia Enquirer of. Nov. 30th contains a distressing account of

the prevalence of small-pox in sonie of the suburban districts of that fine city,
whole families being ut the time prostrated with it, with little likelihood of re-

covery, while the number of deaths has been generally very great. It alludes in
terms of the highest praise to the professional visits of a young physician of the

name of Dr. Penrose, who has charge of the indigent poor of-the third poor district.
It remarks that" hedeserves the highest commendations for his attentions to these

poor persons' The medical profession presents to ourmind, no more beautifulpie-
ture than this, ofone of its members fearlessly discharging lis duties la the abodes

of suffering, misry,'addéath hiself ruaningé yery risklof hisowhi lifeb on
traeting one of the ostloathsm and contagious diseases kaown in our clogu
and alleviating, by his ministrations, the distress the unfortunate patients, when-
all others fie. This is what ye cail heroism of-tie highest odér. The heroism
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of the soldier on the battle-field, when exhibited, is perfectly appreciated in a
nations' gratitude. His chances of'escape from " the winged messengers of death"
are so great as to have become a question of calculation. But to enter the abodes
of contagious disease, suffering and death, where every breath inhaled is charged,
or at least impregnated with deathly material, capable of reproducing the disease
from which it emanates, is a bravery of the truest character, immeasurably surpass-
ing the former in all its characteristics. Yet mark the contrast in the reward:
while the soldier receives his substantial reward while living, the physician is
unnoticed; and should death supervene, the soldier's grave is bonoured by a
nation's tears and tribute to his worth, while the poor physician is borne to bis
narrow house, unwept, unhonoured, and unsung," except among the few, the
very few, who felt and recognized his worth,

Such it has been, such will be the lot of our profession. To discharge such
duties we are solemnly pledged, and it is well that we must, look for our true
recompense, in a conscience approving us that we have faithfully perforimed
them; and to the Christian, such an approval in the sight of God and man,
possesses a charm and value which no earthly renuneration or recompence can
outweigh.

'ARREST OF A MEDICAL MAN FOR MURDFR.

A short time ago, a man of the name of Clarke died suddenly under peculiar
circumstances at Bear Creek in Canada West. A coroner's inquest was held,
and two persons, one of whom was a Dr. Thom, were arrested under his warrant
and comnited to Jaol. We now leara from the Surnia Observer that the result
of a further niagisterial examination into the circunistances of the case, has been
the full comnittal of Dr. Thom to take his trial. It appears that, the prussie
acid obtained by Sinpson, the other party alluded to, was adiministcred to the
deceased by Dr. Thom. We forbear particular allusion to the Coroner's Inquest
at present, but hope that some kind friend will furnish us with a report of the
trial when it takes place.

THE TOLU ANODYNE.

We bave to thank Mr. Hlunnewell for a sample of this new preparation of the
Indian lemp. It possesses a fine green colour, and seems to be nearly if not
altogether deprived- of the large quantity of the resinous matter which abounds in
the ordinary pharinaceutie tincture of the saine officinal substanceI Having added
about ten drops to a little water;' a pale greenish and very slightly turbid mixture
ensued, but without, any immediate apparent precipitation., Thisslight turbid-
ness is undoubtedly due to the presence, still, of a little resinous- matter, which
becomes apparent enough when· the fluid was* permitted to evaporate to-dryness.

But- the difficulty:which has arisen in our minds with regard to this new pre,
paration,-consists in the fact, that the object of theprocessthrough-whih, it is
put, if we haveunderstood it correctly, is to get rid:of;tie resinfwbich;basbeen
always regardèd as-the active principle of the drug; anda yet that it should still
retain its narcotie properties, and be capable of inducing: its usual physiological
effects.



CORRESPONDENCE.

There is another difficnlty about it which we should like to sec removed. Why
has our esteemed contemporary the Boston Medical Journal been so remarkably
silent about it? Can that Journal furnish no evidence of its powers as an ano-
dyne, preferable to opium ?

Since the sample has come into our possession, we have used it on three or
four occasions, but our experience with it has as yet been too limited, to warrant
correct conclusions.

We have fbr years past used the Tincture of the Cannabis in certain uterine
affections with great satisfaction as regarded the result, but with little pleasure to
the patients who had to take it; and we would therefore hail with delight any
new formula for exhibiting it, in which its disagrecable adjunets in regard to
taste, &c., are gotten rid of.

APPOINTMENTS IN THE MEDICAL FACULTY, McGILL COLLEGE.

Consequent upon the translation of Dr. McCallum to the chairs of Medical
Jurisprudence, and Clinical Medicine, Dr. Craik was, at a late meeting of the
Governors of the University, nominated to the Professorship of Clinical Surgery.

At a subsequent meeting of the Faculty, the Demonstratorship of Anatomy,
vacated by Dr. Craik, was filled by the appointment of Horace Nelson, M.D.,
formerly Professor of Surgery in the University of Burlington, and lately Edi-
tor of "Nelson's Northern Lancet," a periodical which attained a deservedly
high standing.

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE BRITISH AIMERICAN JOURNAL.

To the Editor of the British 2merican Journal.

Sra,-I read with pleasure, not unmingled with sorrow, the well-merited and
touching obituary notice of our late lamented and highly-esteemed confrère,
A. F. Ilolmes, M.D., as well as the feeling and appropriate preface to Dr. D. C.
MacCallum's excellent Introductory Lecture, delivered at the opening of the
Faculty of Medicine, University of McGill College, on the same subject, in the
November number of the British American Journal. In reviewing the literary
and scientifie labours of our lamented but not lost brother, you say in a foot
note: "We are informed that he was the author of ·several important papers,
which appeared in the Boston Medical Journal, before any medical periodicals
originated in Canada. We are not aequainted with the titles of these papers,
nor can we get access to them." laving read .some of the articles alluded to
at the time of their publication, with great interest, as they were on a subject
'that then as well as subsequently occupied a great deal of my time and attention
-CHOLERA-I am happy to be able to refer your readers to them.

The first-is to be found in the Boston 3Medical and Surgical Journal fbr March
13, 1843, vol.8, Nos.and.5. «It is entitled,3 The',History of-the Choiera at
Montreal,? andconsists of a series of queries and,answers' published by Martin
Payne, -M.D., of New York, to whom they were addressed., Thepaper which
was originally a most elaborate one, is abridged,. and thus introduced by Dr.
Payne.
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" Some time ago I applied to my friend A. F. Holmes, M.D., of Montreal,
for certain information respecting the Cholera Asphyxia as it bas occurred in
that city, and have lately reccived from him a very ample and interesting reply.
It is submitted entirely to your judgment whether the following abbreviation of
the material facts may be acceptable to the profession.

Dr. H. having methodically replied to each enquiry, i shall not depart from
this arrangement, but endeavour merely to adapt bis statements to the limits of
your Journal."

This paper, which is worthy of a place in the pages of the British Ameriéan
Journal, not only from its data, but its historical connexion with an eventful
epoch in the sanatory condition of your city, is at your disposal if you desire it,
and exhibits a characteristie minuteness and accuracy of facts and details
worthy of imitation; and although some of the opinions there enunciated by
the writer had changed before bis decease, the article is no less valuable on that
account, inasmuch as a large proportion of the medical profession can now
exclaim on the same subject, " tempora mutan/ur, et nos mutamur in illis."

The other paper, which is no less interesting and valuable, is on the same
subject, and bas reference to the former one. It is contained in vol. 8, No. 15,
and is entitled, " Choleraie Diarrhæa unattended with pain," and is signed A. F.
Holmes, M.D., Professor of Chemistry and Materia Medica, McGill College,
Montreal, 9th May, 1833."

W. MARSDEN.
Quebee, 29ti Nov., 1860.

(We should be happy to receive the volume alluded to.-En. B. A. J.)

"WILLCOX MARBLES."

To Ite Editor of the British .American Journal.

A detachment of nearly one hundred specimens of this splendid collection
lies on the table in my library, and is visited by the lovers of natural objects
with great interest. The entire collection embraces four hundred and twenty-six
varieties, and is without denial the finest and most extensive collection now exist-
ing. The specimens are in tablets of 2, by 3½ inches in size, beautifully polished
and an ornainent to any collection. Every mine, Column, Cathedral or Studio
in the world bas made its contribution, and Malakite, Onyx, Sardonyx, Granite,
Fossilite, and Conglomerate shine in crystal beauty, and to the naturalist, vol-
umes of interest exist.

This collection is for sale at a very low price, and I am waiting for the Patron
of Science who would like to add this to the treasures of science as a private or
publie collection, and al are invited to examine the specimens for curiosity or
purchase. All who are visiting Boston are invited to examine them.

JOHN L. HUNNEWELL,
No. 3 Mount Vernon Place.

Boston, Dec. 1860.
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BOORS,, &c., RECEIVED.

RECHERCHSEs SUP LES MoNoRCIDEs ET LES CRYPTORCHIDES CHEZ L'HoMME, par M. ERNEST
GoDARD, Interne des Hôpitaux de Paris, Membre de la Société Anatomiqe. Paris:
Victor Masson, 8 vo. pp. 38, 1850.

ETUDES SUR LA MONO1 CmIDIE ET LA ORYPTORCHIDIE CIEZ L'HOMME, par M. ERNEsT Go-
DARD, Interne des Hôpitaux de Paris, Membre de la Société de Biologie et de la
Société Anatomiqe. Paris: Victor Masson, 1857, 8 vo. pp. 180.

RECHERCHEs SUR LA SUBSTITUTION GRAIssEUSE DU REIN, par M. le DOCTEUR ERNEST Go-
DARD, &c.; &c. Paris: Victor Masson, 1859, 8 vo. pp. 29 et 3 plates.

RECuERcHEs TERATOLOGIQUES SUR L'APPAREIL sEMINAL DE L'HoMME, par ERNEST GODARD,
Docteur en Médecine, &c., &c. Paris: Victor Masson, 1860, 8 vo. pp. 148.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE ETIOLOGY, PATHOLOOY, AND TREAVMENT OF THE CoN-
GENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF THE RECTUM AND ANUs, by WILLIAM BODENHAMER, M.D.'l
New York: S. S. & W. Wood, 1860, 8 vo. pp. 368.

COMPENDIUM OF HUMAN HISTOLOGY, by 0. MoREL, Professor Agrégé à la Faculté de
Médecine de Strasbourg, Illustrated by twenty-eight plates, Translated and Edited
by W. H. Vanburen, M.D., Professor of Gen. and Descript. Anatomy in the Uni-
versity of New York, &c. New York: Baillière Brothers. Montreal: Dawson &
Son, 1861, 8 vo. pp. 207.

AN EPITOME OF SURGERY, by G. BREADNELL GILL, M.D., late House Surgeon at the Lon-
don Hospital. New York: Ballière Brothers. Montreal: Dawson & Son, 1860,
18 mo. pp. 94.

THE POcE-ET ANATOMIST, being a complete description of the hitman body for the use of
Students, by M. W. HILLES, formerly Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology at the
Westminster Hospital Schoo> of Medicine, &c. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blak-
iston. Montreal : Dawson & Son, 1860, 18 mo. pp. 263.

ON DIsEÂsEs PECULIAR TO WoMEN, including Displacements of the Uterus, by HUGe
L. HoDGE, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, in
the University of Pennsylvania, with original Illustrations. Philadelphia: Blan-

chard and Lea. Montreal: R. & A. Miller, 1860, 8vo, pp. 480.

REPORT OF TUE SUPERINTENDENT oF EDUCATION FOR LowER CANADA, for the year 1859.
Translated and printed by order of the Legislative Assembly. Quebec, printed by
Thompson & Co., 1860.

ANNoUNCEMENT-Medicasl Faculty. Queen's College, Kingston, Canada. Session 1860-1.
Kingston, 1860.

.1 Call.-The original of the following, to the word or letter, bas been handed in by
one who bas much medical experience, if not in royal circles, at least in "court " prac-
tice. Anything which varies the monotony of the usual eleemosynary message of-.
"please call as soon as possible,"-must be refreshing :

" Doctre please Bring your toole to waxaniat the Babey ass the small pocks are spre-
ding in the nects Cort is peperment and oil good for the Collik in the Bowels."--;Med.
and Sur. Reporter.



ABSTRACT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT MONTRE.AL IN NOVEMBER3 1860.
By Archibald Rall, M.D.
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ABSTRACT OF METEUROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT TORONTO IN NOVEMBER, 1860.
Compiledfrom the lRecords of the Mfagnetic Observatory.
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